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SANTl FE, NEW MEXICO, TUESTUY, JULY
BIDS FOR FEDERAL
BUILDING SITES.
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Good Work Done on La
Bajada Hill by Prisoners
From Pen.
BOOT

LE6GERS

ARRESTED

Mounted Police Enforcing the
Revenue Laws in Lumber
Camp.
Governor Mills will return from Las
Vegas on Santa Fe train No. 1 this
evening.
Deputy Game Wardens Appointed.
Game and Fish Warden Thomas P.
Gable today appointed Stewart Van
.iet of Farmington, San Juan county, and M. B. Payton of Tucumcari,
wuay county, deputy game wardens.
He also issued to V. Tate of Black-toweCurry county, a permit to iship
antelope out of the Territory, this being the first permit to be issued.
r.

Receipts By Territorial Treasurer.
Territorial Treasurer M. A. Otero
today acknowledged the largest quarterly returns ever received from any
district court clerk, the sum being
$1,674.55, fees turned into the. territorial treasury by District Clerk S. I.
Roberts for the past quarter for the
fifth judicial district with headquarters at Roswell and having Chief Justice W. H. Pope for presiding judge.
He also received the following sums
of taxes collected during June: Gua

Wiii Be Opened on August 3 and
Treasury Agent Will Inspect
Locations Offered.

E

Celebration.

IN WRECK OF FLYER.

Others Are in Hospital
at Middletown, Ohio, and Several
of These Will Die.

Thirty-Seve- n

Middletown, Ohio, July 5. Three
victims of the wreck of the Big Four
New York flyer yesterday died from

their injuries during the night bringing the total number of deaths up to
twenty-three- .
Thirty'-seveinjured
are in the hospitals, a number of
whom will die. A misunderstanding
of orders caused the wreck.
n

FOR
DR. B. C. HYDE.

The Santa Fe Trail celebration
at
Las Vegas yesterday was a great success. Santa Fe participated rather
prominently for it furnished the
band music and three of the orators
of the day. The exercises took place
at the magnificent bridge over the
Gallinas
and
recently completed
which was dedicated in connection
yesterday's exercises.
Mayor
Secundino Romero of Las Vegas, pre- sided. Rev. Paul Gilberton, formerly
of Santa Fe, pronounced the invoca- tion. . Sherman Post of the Grand
of the Republic, had in charge
flag raising. Addresses were made
Governor Mills,
Thorn- as B. Catron and
L. Brad- ford Prince of Santa Fe and also by
O. A. Larrazo'o ani Roman Galle- gos.
Delegate W. II. Andrews who
was on the program could not reach
Las Vegas in time.
Governor Mills in his address sound- ed the keynote for the constitutional
campaign in insisting that personal
ambitions must take second place to
considerations for tlhe welfare of the
commonwealth and that he who at
this time will inaugurate a campaign
to further his personal ambitions is an
enemy of New Mexico. Mr. Catron's
address was eloquent and powerful.
Prince spoke on "The
Present, the Past and the Future" as
represented by the bridge dedicated,
trie Santa Fe Trail and the coming of
statehood. He said in conclusion:
"And now, at length, the victory is
won. Two weeks ago, today, the President affixed the signature which gave
us the precious boon. At last, we can
stand upright among our fellow citi- zens, with an equality of rights. All
honor to those who achieved the great
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Reno is busy
the
gorging
fighting ci
today.
The
began 4f minutes after
Jeffries went through the ropes yes
terday and trains in quick succession
followed one another out of the citv
with every car packed to capacity. All
h
evening and into the early hours,
toniohiles swept out bound for the
coast and California valley cities, for
mining camps far out in the Nevada
desert and places more remote. The
fight of course, was still the one
deci-thJeffries
ject of conversation.
sive, unqualified and thoroughly whip-bped, seems the personal sorrow to the
men of the sporting world. The ring
followers agree that no man now in
the game is up to the job of .whipping
Johnson.
Little attention is paid
Langford's challenge and the black
champion himself regards it as a joke.
The estimates of attendance at the
Tight and reports are mere guesses,
but the gate receipts must be between
$2.;0,0()0
Between IS,- and $270,000.
000 and 20,000 persons saw the fight.
In all the fight talk, one thing
stands out sharply; there is no more
mention of Johnson's yellow streak.
Experts at the ringside agree in saying that not once did he give any indication of fear. His statement given
out last night had been well thought
out, but his remarks as he stepped
hack to tne corner alter Jettries was
battered down were spontaneous, and
show his state of mind when the heat
of battle was upon (him. "Jeffries
never could hit me,'' Johnson said
-He couldn't 'penetrate my defense, I
have always known this and he has
jnst found it out. When he crouched
i mafe him straighten up, and then I
pecked him to pieces. I used every- ,hing there is in pugilism on Jeffries
and ne couldn't
stand the strain."
Jeffries people had little to say. They
are too sore, Ihurt and disappointed.
"It was simply the o'd story of the
pitcher and the well once too often,"
said Jim Corbett. As soon as Jeffries
had boxed two rounds today, I knew
he had nothing. It was only his courage and condition that kept him there
so long." True to his character, the
hidden
vanquished fighter remained
A
today from the gaze of visitors.
few of ihis old friends faithful in the
'hour of defeat, remained around him,
but interest in him is gone in the
main. Johnson's departure from Reno
was delayed until almost 10 o'clock
this morning by a tieup of railroad
II ellllS.
The party was due to arrive
in Chicago on Thursday afternoon.
Jeffries reiterated his purpose of departing for his home in California as
soon as arrangements are perfected
Could Have Put Out Jeffries Sooner.
Reno, Nev., July 5. Jack Johnson
is speeding towards Chicago today. He
is under contract to fill vaudeville engagements for a time, and says he will
he glad for another fight soon, but so
far as can be learned no man would
really get into the ring with him. Jim
Jeffries, the wealthy farmer, will
leave for his home in southern Cali- -

Thomas
of Colonel
Swope
Files an Appeal to the State Supreme Court.
Kansas City, July 5. Dr. B. C Hyde
convicted of having poisoned Colonel
Thomas Swope, was sentenced to life
imprisonment and hard labor by
Judge Latshaw, this morning. An ap- eal to the state supreme court was
dalupe county $2,113.13; Mora county filed, pending which the prisoner will
$799.85; Rio Arriba county $696.25; remain in the county jail here.
San Miguel county $2,981.41.
District Court.
BRIDGE WITH CROWD
ON IT COLLAPSES.
Suit was filed this morning in the
district Court for San Juan county by
k
La Salle, 111., July 5. One person
Company of Denver vs. William A. Carson to recover was killed and thirty seriously in
ured at Utica, Ills., yesterday, when
$987.05 and interest on. notes.
Teachers' Institutes.
bridge on which the crowd was
Teachers' institutes convened today tanding collapsed. Over a hundred
at Santa Rosa, Guadalupe county, with people were thrown into the water,
Mrs. Nora Brumbach as conductor; at eight feet deep.
El Rito, Rio Arriba county, with Mrs.
T. I. Butts in charge.
Directors' Guide.
FIGHT
Superintendent of Public Instruction
J. E. Clark is receiving many complimentary letters from other jurisdicresult!
tion upon his lhandy "School Directors
"The future is in our own hands.
Guide," which is filling a long felt
We must so act as to remove every
want of the territorial school system.
possibility of failure. There must be
County Commissioners in Session.
In every county of the territory, New York Is No Better Than no divisions, no wranglings, no prejuin all, boards of county
twenty-si- x
dices, no personalities. This, is no
New Orleans in Its
and
convened today
time for private ambition, for'politic-a- l
commissioners
will
.business
hobbies or partisan advantage. All
Violence
other
important
among
must unite under one banner as New
appoint boards of registration and posMexicans.
sibly also election officers for the
"The first duty is to formulate a
election for delegates to the constituROW TOO
HILAOELPHiyjS
constitution so free from objection
tional convention.
as to insure the approval of our own
Convict Camp Moved.
The convicts at work on the Santa Human Nature Is the Same in r.eople and of the authorities of the
nation.
Scenic Highway were
All Parts of
"And then what a future is before
moved from La Bajada hill to the
us, for ourselves and our children!
Country.
banks of the Santa Fe river, just north
With natural advantages and resourof Cieneguilla, where they will have
ces unparalleled elsewhere, the prostwo weeks' of grading work. This
Washington, D. C, July 5. In a perity of the new state is assured.
canrn lhas done more work for good
last night, resulting from clashes
utaT
itfra irOoi fvnm tViia A o r n . Tl
roads than any previous camp except fight
TV1PT1
nrtrl Txrhlta
fWGV
hot waar,
" 7,
O
on
of
H.
in
the
banner
Hwill
glory,
appear
out
that put
by Superintendent
Thomas the Great. Republic, a star no less brilthe championship hattle,
Bursum in 'his day to work in the San
an enlisted man of the Unit- liant than the
ta Fe canon and which built the Maudele,
brightest of its fellows
ed States marine corps, had his throat
Dalton
divide,
the Star of the Sunshine State!"
switchbacks over the
cut and is in the hospital in a serious
The convicts were provled with a condition.
Another white man was LITTLE BUSINESS ON
dinner
yes
first class Fourth of July
found on Pennsylvania avenue last
BOSTON WOOL MARKET.
terday.
night after a free for all fight, suffer
Incorporation,
concusssion of the brain.
Incornoration papers were filed to ing from
Very Few Deals Have Brought Any
of Several other participants in street
& Bowler Company
Large Amounts Demands for New
were severely injured.
California with territorial headquar fights
Zealand Cross Breeds.
Police Prevent Lynching.
ters at Deming, Luna county, and
New York, July 5. The police are
into 2,000
$200,000 canital divided
Boston, Mass., July 5. With little
shares. The incorporators and direc still keeping patrol today in the business
being transacted in the local
tors are: P. D. Bowler of Deming, aia,cs. tseii oi iew xorn u cnecn.
1998 shares: F. A. Boehm and J. H, any further race trouble engendered
a
a u ,i,v.ic
"lc iiv,,,
X"CT "
fight. The ir-- ers of
Johnston, both of Los Angeles, eadh by the Jeffries-Johnso- n
7 sections
of the west re- most
1 share.
ritation caused by the defeat of Jeff fuse to
grant concessions and very
ries caused scores of street fights, few
Breakina Ud Boot Leggers.
have brought any large
deals
Mounted Policeman W. E. Dudley is negro hunts through the streets and
wne
all
.
the
outbreaks
,
night.
through
breaking up bootlegging at Kettner,
max some luatio luas buiu.t lur 110
caie I...
the lumber camp of the American colored man was killed early today
cents in the grease and in Ohio 23
Lumber Company in Valencia county when several badly bruised colored
25 cents is being paid for medium
men were in the hospitals. Nelson
He has made several arrests.
wools. The feature of the local mar- Turner, the negro nearly lynched for ket is the demand for New Zealand
Hvdropgraphic Survey Approved
Territorial Engineer Vernon L. Sul yelling to a crowd of white men: "We cross-bred- s
while other lines of for-livan today approved the hydrographic blacks put one over on you whites
w uu uiuic V yuui WOOl is dull
report on the Illinois ditch of the Or- xuu o
J
chard irrigation district in San Juan Then Turner drew a revolver which
county. The drainage area of the dis missed fire and in an instant a crowd
trict. is 1.300 square miles and the was upon him. He was being hauled
CONFERS WITH ROOSEVELT.
water is to be taken out of the Ani to a lamp post when the police res
cued
him.
mas river.
He Comes From Ballinger's District
City of Brotherly Love Belies Its Name
But is Not With the Secretary
.5.
More
Philadelphia, Pa., July
THEY ALSO HAD
of Interior.
OPERATED AT TRINIDAD than a hundred whites and blacks,
Bay,
showwith
or
Oyster
heads
July 5. One of Colo- many
bandaged
- nel Roosevelt's
evidence
that
other
important political
particiing
they
of
H. and F. M. Fields Break Out
in last night's riot following conferences scheduled for today was
pated
Wanted
In
Trinidad
at
Jail
Johnson's victory, stood up before with Representative Poindexter, the
Clovis on Serious Charge.
j nuu.iwu oiuivi
uittfeiowoica lino muiuiug tu
"vu
receive punishment. It was a wild Mr. Poindexter comes from Secretary
Trinidad, Colo., July 5. C. H. Fields nignt among tne rougher element of uauingers aistnct and it is gener
and F. M. Fields, brothers, escaped the colored people, but no one was ally understood that he will bring to
Colonel Roosevelt report of conditions
jail early today by breaking the bars seriously hurt.
of the cell, and lowering themselves Shot Down Negroes Without Provoca- - there. The congressman is on the oth- with a blanket. The blanket toTe, as
er side of the fence from the sec- tion.
F. M. Fields lowered himself and he
New Orleans, July 5. James Lee retary.
HiiHtaineri a broken leg. He was re and Emile Thompson, negroes, were
captured. The men are being held on shot and seriously wounded last SUCCESSOR TO SENATOR
the charge of obtaining money under night by two unknown white men.
M'ENERY IS ELECTED.
false pretenses at Clovis, Curry coun Sighting the negroes the white men
Baton Rouge, La., July 5. Governor
ty, N. M., and leaving debts at Amar- approached them with the declaration,
lllo and other towns where they so "Johnson won, but well get even Jared l. Sanders was this afternoon
licited advertisements for menu cards with all negroes," they began shoot- - elected United States Senator sue and opera house programs.
ing.
ceeding Senator McEnery, deceased
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yesterday.
"The little cms about bis lip audi
forehead will heal in a few days and
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Washington, July 5. Pursuant to a A New
Star Will Appear in Multitude of Visitors Left
the
request of Delegate Andrews
treasury department opens advertiseGlory on Banner of Great
City as Fast as They
ments for federal building sites for
Las Vegas and Las Cruces, on August
Could.
Republic
3.
A treasury agent will be sent to
those cities to select the sites as soon
as possible after that date. Andrews ALL SHOO GET TOGETHER FRIENDS OF JEFFRIES SORE
was unable to secure a section on the
railroad train and delayed his departure till Monday.
Keynoteof Address at Las Vega No Yellow Streak in Johnson
Santa Fe Trail
Is Opinion of Fight
TWENTY-THREKILLED

HOMED

1

FOURTH WAS

j

FANS

J

regained
composure i,v ih. t line
she had r ached the camp.
Beaten Man Will Ee Good as Ever.
Reno. July
i'ot- By Dr. W.
ter, Jeffries physician:
"Aside from n badly bruised face
there is nothing sei ioitslv
rong Willi
Jeffries' condition after his bout of,

j
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Special to the New Mexican.
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5, 1910

But tbe Fire Cracker Fiends
Got Busy Toward

as soon as iiis discolored right, eye
sliedi the black and blue, he will never
know he had been in a fight.
'"There is not a mark on his body,
his heart action is not affected in the
hast, and except for the soreness in
hi'i face, he will feci just as good as
ever."
By James J. Jeffries.
""I lost my fight, but I did not have
the snaii of youth I used to have. I
believed in my own heart that all the
o.d time dash was there but when I
started to eexcute, the speed and
youthful stamina were lacking. The
things J used to do were impossible.
For instance, 1 used to shoot in a
right hand body punch, a sort of short
range blow that never used to fail me.
But when I tried it the snap was not
there and it was only a love tap.
"I suppose most of my trainers and
(helpers will say that I did not box often enough. It wouldn't have made
any difference if I had sparred a dozen times more than I did. I simply
was not there, and that's all there is
to it.
"1 guess it's all my fault.
I was
.retting along nicely and living beau-titullon my alfalfa farm but when
they started calling for me and mentioning me as "the white man's hope'
I guess my pride got the better of my
judgment. At that I worked long and
h.nd to condition myself and I was
fit, as far as strength goes, but the
01.1 snap and dash, the willingness
to
tear in and crush, were not wiuh me.
"Six years ago, the result might
have been different.
But now well,
I guess the public will let me alone af-

Midnight

CONSTERMIUT
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DANCE

Giant Cracker Hurled Through
Window Exploded in
Ball Room.

Yesterday was a quiet, fourth of July
Santa Fe. And this despite the
fact that hundreds of excursionists
from the Bstancia valley came
to
town and spent most of the day here.
The day was a quiet one, without
the roar of the cannon, tihe tnud of the
exploding torpedoes, or the popping of
hre crackers. The orders of the mayor ami city council were carried out
during the day and a restful fourth
was enjoyed. Some complained that
the hand was out of town discoursing
sweet music at. Las Vegas instead of
playing in the plaza. The excursionists also expressc, sorrow and asked
in the words of the song, '"Why
doesn't the band play?"
The afternoon was enlivened by the
prize fight returns and quite a crowd
gathered around the Postal telegraph
office and wherever the returns were
posted. The Old Palace was also the
mecca of the excursionists though
some expressed regret that the hours
for seeing the curios and treasures
had not been prolonged way after 4 p.
m. the time set for closing the doors.
The visitors and the residents of
the city spent most of the day lounging in tihe park or keeping the emter this."
ployes of drug stores and ice cream
The big man with the bruised faco parlors busy in preparing soft and
and downcast
spirit was carried refreshing drinks.
swiftly back from the ringside to the
Flags Galore.
Those who walked around the city
cottage where the last days of his
training were carried through. He were pleased with the patriotic spirit
was still dazed and unshaken when ha of the residents who displayed flags
climbed from the machine. He knew and bunting with a lavish hand. One
that he had been beaten but of the of the flags greatly admired waved
way in which bis defeat was accomp- from the home of former Governor
lished he had no idea. The story of Miguel Otero on Washington avenue.
the blows which sent him stumbling It bore the 4S stars and was a grateover the ropes, a beaten man and ful sight to the friends of statehood.
Fishing Parties.
brought the blood bubbling from his
lo(however, did not see
unable
Many
people
to
as
sat
he
stupified,
lips
cate his adversary in the glare of the the flags or bunting or notice the
sun, was told to him by Jim Corbett. crowd of excursionists for they were
Jeffries knew nothing beyond the fact far away along the banks of some
that he was beaten, that the object stream or river fishing for the wily
for which he abandoned his quiet life trout. Parties left the city Saturday-anreturned today, telling stories
the defeat of Jack Johnson, had not
with more or less luck. Quite
teeming
been accomplished.
Mrs. Jeffries arrived at the camp a number of people went up in the
with
half an hour before the car from the canon and taking provisions
them enjoyed their lunch "al fresco."
ringside appeared. She was weeping
but endeavored to restrain her sobs. Only a few people went to Las Vegas
When Jeffries' car stopped in front of:1" illlel!U Ule (t,el)rauuu Ulere' u ls
em was that veteran
AmonB
n, mttiurp Sh rimhori nut. to him nd 8a,dFe
Trail
Santa
driver, Charles
stage
ih
0coh
W. Dudrow who said today: "We had
j
door.
time at Las Vegas and the
a
There were few to witness the re-- ! ' splendid
turn of the vanquished fighter. Two day there was one brimful of patriotism."
or three automobiles stood in the road
The Noise Begins.
where fifty had been crowded in the
But
the
persistent and desperate
morning. Jeffries' personal friends fire
cracker fiend, having remained in
were there eager to do something to
for the
seclusion all day, longed
aid him but unable to find words.
cloak of darkness to hide his
Jeffries stepped from the house a
it was
Mayor Seligman,
few moments after he entered it and
sworn
had
in
known,
special police-- j
went to the rubbing room. He wantmen to catch any possible offenders
'
ed a little unsteady. His trainers
of the San Fourth law, but the wily
him and after a bath he '
custom
of the Chinese
was rubbed down and partook of a exploiters
were not easily apprehended. They
was
then
two
of
wine.
of
It
glass
their tactics near the Library
that he made his first statement after began
hall after the subscription dance be- lAflvinp- the rirnr anrl Kfiid that he was
an and
UP the noise making un- sorry for his friends. Jeffries' face til a latekejt
hour. What might have
a dreadful accident but which
him, but the flow of blood had been Proved
u
0 ?e,rves wa"
"
on'y in
ted,
blindto
the
His
eye,
stopped.
right
wmu i.
"
some
iuuic
ule
hick
joKer wuu
ottriiinta
practical
r,
n
IT" lnf 01 mca nis trainers
.
is, . ,
sand TV,
dollars richer, and the damage
h H
" 0"
to his body and humiliation
of his
,
one
of the windows.
iroom
through
siiut, uui not mjuieu seriously.
spirit will be healed by time opori, almost,
Thia" occurred short.lv before midnight
. pnnps
m ir.
Anc.nrnmeand caused consternation among the
....
are
.
his
T
1.
;
injuries
ii.
Tl O
VT
Jnnnn rc winner rP r - w
uie superiority oi juimauu. iu 13 personal physician,
note.
He
of
suffered
far
not
worthy
agreed he could have put out his man
ladies. The cracker exploded leaving
much sooner, and it is said he wished more damage in previous fights, the a loud report and causing everyone
doctor
with
that
said,
notably
to give the moving pictures men films
when his face wasi cut and near it to beat a retreat. Mayor Seligof proper length. Stories are told at
man was indignant when he heard of
Jeffries camp where it is said the bruised almost beyound recognition. the
"joke" and is making efdeJeffries'
Roger Cornell,
trainer,
to
forts
the offender arrested.
have
Jeff- clared that the blinded right eye was
fied with their man's condition.
a Horse.
Scares
cause
main
The
of
his
defeat.
ries this1 morning looked like a brok- the
saddle horse was
a
is
said
It
that
which swelled the lids until sight
en, disheartened man as he walked blow
cannon crackanother
by
frightened
1
sec-was
all
but
landed
the
in
gone,
from the baths to the house.
and ran
er
in
the
exploded
park
ond round.
Fortune Made Out of Fight.
So far as can be ascertained
away.
Jack
Johnson.
By
Reno, July 5. His stride noticeably
"I won from Mr. Jeffries because I from physicians, no .one was wounded
unsteady, and his big head hung on his outclassed him in
so as to require medical attention,
every department
shoulders, Johnson is ?120,600 richer
yesterday. Many who attempted to
as the result of the fight. He took 01 lne ngnung grame. Before I enter-sixt- y
d the TmS I was certain I would be sleep before midnight were annoyed
per cent of the purse amounting
and commnnn and sold the victor. I never changed my mind by the explosions, however,
to SfiO.finn o
rvf
was alIt
to
authorities.
the
plained
ml. pictHre interest for V0,000. Jef-- at anv time.
arto
most
make
however,
impossible,
of'
"Jeffries' blows had no steam befries also t0Qk a forUine out
his
as
as
soon
for
in
rests
darkness
the
Qeieau Hp rpppiVPfl fftrtV l)(?r Cent OI "i"v m.u, ou JUVVV VULUU UC UULiC
one
had
the
cracker
exploded
culprit
"With
the exception of a
tie purSe $10 400 a bonus of $10,000 defeat nie?
he moved to another part of the city
and sold his picture interest for $66,- - slight cut on my lower lip, which was and
exploded another.
old
wound being
606, making a total of over $117,000. really caused by an
Amusements.
The owners of the picture film figure fitTllPlr T txnc Tin tn a tItoI 1 hoirrl on.
were a number of entertainThere
at
the ring side remark about ments last
on a million dollars profit.
pie
night. Besides the dance
body blows being inflicted upon me. at the
Mrs. Jeffries Hysterical.
hall, a. largely attended
library
I
do
the
not
in
recall a single punch
had
Reno, July 5. Mrs. Jeffries
dance was given at the Armory under
hysterics when the word was flashed body that caused me any discomfort, the auspices of the Fraternal Union.
to her that her big husband had been I am in shape to battle again
A number of people entertained their
She sat in a room in the row if it were necessary.
friends at their homes and spent the
"One thing I must give Jeffries
local newsnaner nfflcf. and received
evening far away from the fire crack
the bulletins from the ringside, and credit for is the game battle he made. er's blast. It was allowed
city
by the
...
,
of i ..........ii 10
when the end ihnt mma hQ pried and He came- back at me with the heart
.. ore craeivers
at
auLiioriues
suooi
In a little while, a true ngnter. mo man can say tnai
wept iranticallv.
however, she quieted down and had he did not do his best.
(Continued on Page Eight.)
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DAILY
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Wheat
Imperial
Jersey Cream
Pansy
Old

UP.

Besses

and I find them perfect.

(lood hunting!

Pleasant, Palatable, Potent, Taste Good.
Do Good. Never Sicken.Weaken or Gripe.
10c, 25c, 50c. Never sold in bulk. The genuine tablet stamped C C C. Guaranteed to
929
cure or your money back.

aye, good hunting,
'Wherever the North winds blow;
But what of the stag that calls for
his mate?
And what of the wounded doe?

Good limiting!
aye, good hunting,
And ah! we are bold and strong

Also VARIETY FRESH YEAST

But our triumph-cal- l
through the
est hall
Is a brother's funeral song.

GIVE CASH REGISTER TICKETS
ALL CASH PURCHASES

WITH

Southeast Corner Plaza, Santa Fe.

Telephone

CITY

TOPICS

Denver, Colo., July 5. The
forecast is fair weather to- night and Wednesday witu stationary temperature.

Cut prices on some of the Seasons
best selling styles
X

j

-

j

!$

X $ $
See "A Victim

I

JS

$

V
of

i;x
iHate,"

S

EVERY THREAD

3S

?i

a very
heavy drama, it's a masterpiece at the

Any garment not satisfactory may be returned.

j

CALL AND SEE FOR YOURSELF

THE FINEST AND FULL LINE OF

WOOL

j

Yes, brothers, and who shall judge us? Klks theater.
Hunters and game are we;
Any one using brooms can afford
But who gave the right for me to
Electric Suction Cleaner. Phone us
smite?
and our representative will eaii and
Who boasts when he smileth me?
explain. S. F. Water & Light Co.
Rio Grande is Dusty "It's dusty on
Good hunting!
aye, good hunting,
the river again. Old Rio Grande is
And dim is the forest track;
But the sportsman Death comes strid- beginning to dry in spots, which contrast with a great deal of mud and
ing on ;
El Paso Her
a very little of water."
is
black.
Brothers, the way
aid.
Civil Service Exams The U. S.
Death of
Octoaenarian Charles
announces
civil
service commission
8
died
Henry Kimball, aged
years,
an examination on July 27 and 28 at
at Albuquerque.
Albuquerque, Las Vegas and Roswell
Chinaman Dies of Blood Poison
forAll Lung, a Chinaman, died at St. to fill a vacancy in the position of
annum
in
est
at
$1,800
per
engineer
of
Joseph's sanitarium at Albuquerque
the forest, service and engineer in
blood poison.
timber tests at $1,200 per annum.
Jail Break at Carlsbad Jose Ma- Forest Supervisor Andrews has posted
Greenwood
drid and a man named
the information on these two examimade their escape from the county
nations in the post office.
pail at Carlsbad, Eddy county.
Maximum Was 86 Yesterday The
Altar Boy Burned to Death Fran-- 1 maximum was 8ti degrees yesterday
Cisco Payan, aged 12 years, an altar and many people complained of the
;boy at El Paso, was burned to death heat, for it was rather warm in the
while trimming the altar lamps.
sun. Saturday and Sunday the max-imiiiu was 84 degrees. The minimum
Roswell Saloons Close for Good
Roswell's six saloons closed on July yesterday was 60 degrees and the
1 for at least two years.
Only four humidity was 28 per cent. The weath- the closing at er experts declare that yesterday was
arrests accompanied
the warmest day of the season. A
midnight.
Elected Principal Carrizozo School year ago today the maximum was 81
W. W. McClure of Poplar Grove, degrees and the minimum 58 with 66 i
There were
Aak., has been elected principal of the per cent of sunshine.
showers
thunder
the
afternoon
Lincoln
during
public schools of Carrizozo,
j
j and at night.
county.
We
house
clean
your
thoroughly
Petition for Pardon Attorney G.
with ex-W. Hall has presented to Governor without removing anything,
men
who
the
understand
perienced
Mills a petition for the pardon of
one
for
of
small
the
- business,
price
of
perMadison H. Price, convicted
dollar an hour. S. F. Water & Light
,

No. 40

BROS CO.

MENS MADE TO ORDER SUITS

for-- 1

For we are brothers ever,
Panther and bird and bear,
Man and the weakest that fears his
face,
Born to the nest or lair.

inter Grocery Co.

ELIGMAN

"I have used your valuable Cascareta
Couldn't do
without them. I have used them for
some time for indigestion and biliousness
and am now completely cured. Recommend them to everyone. Once tried, you
will never be without them in the
family." Edward A. Marx, Albany, N.Y.

THE FOREST GREETING.
(By Paul Lawrence Dunbar.)
Good hunting! aye, good hunting,
Wherever the forests call;
But ever a heart beats hot with fear,
And what of the birds that fall?

Bobolink
WE

ROUND
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00 Saved on
Everv Suit.
.
j

Look over the line and pick out

these high grade money savers

'

j

Diamonds, Watches, Clucks

rated

Novelties,

China,

PHONE

21

36

j

Deco-

Jewelry, Silverware,

FOB

j

Leather and Leather Ebony

FIRST QUALITY TOOLS

j

j

i

Goods.

j

1

MANUFACTURER

pitz

j

JEWELER

j

;

OUR

j

5539

TAXIDERMIST TANNER & FURRIER

V7

j

EVERY DESCRIPTION

OK WORK UN OUR

LINE DONE

1

TO ORDER

;

j

GAME HEADS MOUNTED

Artistic Taxidermy and Ladies' Fur Repairing a Specialty
Send for prices for tanning and lining
furs and hides for rugs and robes

Highest prices paid for raw furs

kin is

of all

F. GORMLEY
FRANK
GENERAL MERCHANDISE

PHONE
BLACK

jury.
Co.
Editor Named for School Principal: An Entire Change of Pictures at the
the1
of
J. E. Williams, publisher
Elks' theater tonight. All subjects
News at Magdalena, Socorro county,!
The
good.
Daughter,"
'has been elected principal of the Mag-- "A Victim of Hate" and "The Russian
dalena public school.
Lion." Show at 8 o'clock.
Dennis,
Fatal Shooting Charles
No Applicants for Real Work
Jr., aged 38 years, of the Mimbres, "There is a scarcity' of applications by
was fatally shot through an accident day laborers, now that the government
in Bingham Canon, Utah. A wife sur-- ; is about to begin work on the Elevives the deceased.
phant Butte dam, not that any great
Indian Fighter Dies at Silver City' number are needed at present, but the
James K. Metcalfe, pioneer mining number of applications for menial
man, Indian fighter and well known work is distressingly small compared
1 southwestern
figure, died at Silver with the number of appliactions from
of 86 years.
at
the
age
City
people who want to be timekeeper, suFourth of July Victim at Las Cru-- perintendent, or fill other positions
ft
ces A toy pistol in the hands of which the uninitated think are 'snaps.'
Burrill Browning at Las Cruces, by Only a small force of workmen will
exploding, tore a vicious hole in the be needed until the real work of dam
thigh of ten year old Pedro Gomez, construction begins, which will not
Four Deaths at Las Vegas A. C happen until the railroad is built to
'&
Keye of Stockton, Kansas, died of tu-- ' the dam site and the dam material
berculosis at Las Vegas where Tie had hauled to the scene of operation."
El
arrived several weeks ago in the hope P&so Herald.
of benefiting his health. His wife,
Harmon Sentenced By Judge McFie
f
three sons and a daughter survive
Augustine Harmon was sentenced
A
Art uro, the nine months old to 25 to 30
him.
years in the penitentiary
Mr. and Mrs. Luis Sena died
son
of
SS3
by Judge John R. McFie at Las Veon Friday night of last, week. Mrs.
gas for the murder of Ricardo Lobato
Dolorita Manzanares de Flores, aged near Ocate Mora county.
56 years, died leaving three children,
Incendiary Still at Work at Roswell!
j

j
j

"Bone-setter- s

CANON
ROAD

i

.

P'E

j

j

j

W-.- r.'

It does not pay to buy poor tools. They not only "go wrong," but aggre-vatthe man who uses them.
.i
You will lose your temper If you use poor tools; but you won't lose
your temper If you use our tools, because they are properly tempered.
We have the "edge" on the hardware business in this town, because we
sell the best and do not overcharge those who give us their confidence.
e

i

1

UNDERTAKING & EMBALMING I

&e. Hit's Hardware WSrLw"a9XS We have it.

FRAMING

TASTEFULLY

AND

SATISFACTORILY

DONE.

one

j

WHOLESALE
Al D RETAIL

I

j

PICTURE

w?

j

SUCCESSORS TO J. D. MULLIGAN

FUNERAL DIRECTORS
125
,)Aphoneht 130 RED

W

s

1

mm

&

mulligan

it

AtC

SANTA FE, N, M,

1Q
17

j

STOCK

Screened

j

w

RATON
YANKEE

Lump

CERRILLOS

j

Onion Sets, Alfalfa Seed.
Aii kinds of Garden and Field Seeds.
SOLE AGENTS FOR

International Stock Food
Wholesale and Retail Dealers in
Flour, Hay,
Salt

LEO

HERSCH

Grain, Potatoes,

aii

Seeds

THE ONLY EXCLUSIVE

MEXICAN

GRAIN HOUSE IN SANTA FE.

HATS

HALL

PRICES.

THE SANTA FE TRAIL CURIO CO
No Need to Cut.

r
i

S . E.

Corner of Plaza.

Anthracite Coal all Sizes, Smithing Coal.
hawed Wood and Kindling.

I

j

H. S. Falvey, aged 73 years, for many1
at
A seven roomed 'frame house
years a resident of Las Vegas, suc-- j Roswell, owned by T. M. Brown, was
cumbed to a complication of diseases, j
an
a fire

His wife and one child survive.

Catarrh Cannot Be Cured
with LOCAL APPLICATION, as they
cannot reach the seat of the disease.
Catarrh is a blood or constitutional
disease, and in order to cure it you
must take internal remedies. Hall's
Catarrh Cure is taken internally, and
acts directly on the blood and mucous
surfaces. Hall's Catarrh Cure is not
a quack medicine. It was prescribed
by one of the best physicians in this
country for years and is a regular pre-- j
scription. It is composed of the best
tonics knowns, combined with the best
'
blood purifiers, acting directly on the
mucous surfaces,
tne perfect combination of the two ingredients is
what produces such wonderful results
in curing Catarrh. Send for testimonials free.
F. J. CHENEY-- & CO., Props.,
Toledo, O.
Sold by all Druggists, price 75c.
Take Hall's Family Pills fon

MONTEZUMA AVENITK
A. T. & 8. F. Depot.

Near

Telephone

that
incendiary
gutted by
started. The insurance of $3,000 will
cover the loss.
Fatally Stabbed at Albuquerque
Miguel Rosco, was fatally stabbed in
the adbomen with a stiletto by Deme-triBarrajas who made his escape.
Free indulgence in wine is at the
bottom of the affair.

(Continued on Page

Protection for yourself deniniid an Abstract 3o you know whether
you have an absolute title to the property which von now own?

Absracts of Title, TUC CilMTA LT UDOTDJIPT
- I
I
IU I IT
1
I Ml
Furnished by
mi. unuin i

l nuuiunui,

Catron Block

Santa Fe, N,

M

Kealty & Insn- ranee Agency

Tel Blacbr"6

E6mWW,mEIH!;!!!!Kl:l

DIAMONDS Yfm

(J. YOPJTZ WTCKE8
MANUFACTURER OF

p

Right Prices
Riarht Goods
Right Service

MEXICAN FILIGREE

JEWELRY

Eyes Tested and
Fiitori
Date Mattocis

Cut Class, China and Silverware

345 San Francisco St.
Eight)

Telephone 85

As a

Medical Officer Under Investigation
Dr. H. S. MatheWson, medical offi
cer in charge of the Marine Sanitarium at Fort Stanton, Lincoln county, is
under investigation on account1 of
charges preferred against him. Arthur A. Statter, formerly assistant
treasurer of the United States, assisted by M. Avers of the II. S. customs
service at El Paso, is making the

reservoir.

CAPITAL COAL YARD.

85

ABSTRACT REAL ESTATE INSURANCE

o

Water in the Hondo For the first
time in many months water came
down the Rio Hondo in Chaves county last week but it was all used up be
fore any flowed into the government

Steam Coal.

&ii:;:iiiM

SANTA FE, N. M.

the compounding of the prescriptions our reputation and integrity are at stake
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criptioncompounded at ZOOK'S PHARMACY, is sure to be followed by satisfactory
results.!
V
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MEXICAN, SANTA FE, N. M.

TRIBUTE TO RURAL
ROADS?

MAIL CARRIERS.
Many Santa Fe Readers Have Heard
It and Profited Thereby.
They Are as Important as Railways Only 175 Dismissed for Cause Last
for the Successful Development
j
Fiscal Year Out of a Total
of the Commonwealth.
of 41,000.
"Good news travels fast." and the
thousands o bad back sufferers in
What good roads im-aSanta Fe are glad to learn that prompt
to Colorado
Raleigh, X. ('., July .". Reviewing
relief is within their reach. Many a and Kansas, is set. forth as follows by in detail the legislative history atlame, weak and aching back is bad no the Kansas City Star, and they mean
of t he rural
tending the developnit-nmore, thanks to Doan's Kidney Pills. not one whit less to New Mexico:
flee
delivery service in this country
"The development of the great terOur citizens are telling the good news
of their experience with the Old ritory between the Missouri river and P. V. DeGraw, fourth assistant postQuaker Remedy. Here is an example the Rocky mountains was only begun master general
yesterday declared
when the prairies were converted in- that "from the view
worth reading:
point of morale,"
Locario Lopez, Asua Fria street, to productive fields and the cabins that service was far in advance of
any
of
settlers
houses
the
sod
early
Santa Fe, N. M., says: "I have had and
other of the civil service. In order
to
comfortable
That
homes.
gave
place
no severe return of kidney trouble
constituted the first step of to sustain that claim for excellence
since using Doan's Kidney Pills sev- merely
the tremendous task set for the pio- the fourth assistant,
eral years aso. Now and then I have neers who invaded Kansas and Colo
postmaster general quoted statistics to show that last
noticed a slight attack of backache, rado and took
land.
possession of the
year out of 41,001) curriers only 175
but at such times Doan's Kidney Pills When they were
fighting the great had been dismissed for cause.
have given quick and positive relief.
the desert and
fight to overcome
Mr. Ded raw's address was deliverFor a long time I was made miserable make it a
place inhabitable, no other ed before the North Carolina
State
by spells of kidney complaint and my work than that of home building could
back often so lame and painful that I be undertaken. Their first obligation Convention of Rural Carriers Ascould scarcely do anything. I dia not to themselves and to the families they sembled here. He appeared as the
sleep well and no matter whether I took with them to the plains was to representative of the postmaster genwere lying down or standing up, the provide a place to live and the means eral.
"There are now
in
operation
trouble was in evidence. The kidney of living in such comfort as was posthe
United
throughout
States 41,089
secretions annoyed me both day and sible.
rural routes, served by 41,007 rural
night by their irregularity in passage
"But now that Kansas and Colorado
he said, in summiug up the
carriers,"
and there was a heavy sediment in have all that, the next obligation is to
them. After several remedies 1 tried begin the real development of the present force engaged in that work.
had failed to help me, I procured country in order to make the most of "The appropriations for the establishDoan's Kidney Pills at Stripling, Bur- their resources. The place to begin ment and maintenance of rural derows & Co.'s drug store and they lived is on the highways affecting, as they livery for the fiscal year ended June
30, 1910, was $37,200,000 and the apup to all the claims made for them. I do the vital essence of the business
have never hesitated to say a good and social life of all the vast terri- propriation for the fiscal year which
commenced July 1, 19lo, is $:!S,SUO,000.
word for Doan's Kidney Pills when the tory between the Missouri river and Since
rural delivery was first estabthe mountains.
opportunity has occurred."
0
lished the approximate sum of
"The one problem that transcends
For sale by all dealers. Price 50
has been spent in extending
cents. Foster-MilburCo., Buffalo, all other questions in the two states and
maintaining the service."
New York, sole agents for the United is that of securing cheaper transporto the beginning of the
Reverting
tation. The cost of moving their prodStates.
free
service Mr. Derural
delivery
it
land
ucts
where
the
from
is
proRemember the name Doan's and
Graw said:
duced to the market has been and still
take no other.
"For a good many years the resiis the tribute exacted from the farmdents
of the larger cities had enjoyed
ers that lhas retarded them in the
Notice for Publication.
the privilege of having their mail deof
broader
and
country
greater
phase
(0G88S, Not Coal.)
livered to them by carriers at their
building. The transportation charge
residence daily. Based upon a recomDepartment of the Interior,
has
is
still
been
the
and
highwayman
U. S. Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M.
mendation
made by Postmaster Genroadside
wait
that stands in
by every
June 22, 1910.
and collects toll upon every pound of eral Wanamaker, a joint resolution
Notice is hereby given that Jose
the farmer takes to market was passed by the 51st Congress and
Alires, of Lamy, N. M., who, on July produce
and upon which he must rely for his approved on October 1, 1890, author21, 1905, made homestead entry( seSo long as he must share izing the postmaster general to test
2
SW profits.
rial 06S88), No. 8416, for E
over and above what at small tawns and villages t he practhese
profits
and lot 4, Sec. 7, and Lot 1, Sec- would be a fair and
equitable cost, he ticability and expense of extending
tion 18, Township 14 N., Range 10 E. is
And it does the free delivery system to offices ot
tribute.
paying
unjust
N. M. P. Meridian, has filed notice of
not matter so far as the hardship is the flare" and fourth class and other
intention to make final five year proof concerned whether he is robbed
by a offices not embraced in the free delivto establish claim to the land above
which he is responsible or ery. The experiment was put on trial
for
system
described, before Register and Re- whether he is "held up' as an unwill- and continued until three years later
ceiver, U. S. Land Office, at Santa Fe, ing victim of a lawless road agent.
when Postmaster General Bissell, in
N. M., on the 18th day of August, 1910.
"The solution of the transportation his report for the fiscal year 1S94,
Claimant names as witnesses:
is not to be settled by laws recommended that the service be disAlberto Sanchez, Jose Dolores San- problem the
reducing
freight rates on rail- continued or extended to 40,000 other
chez, Juan Sanchez, and Francisco roads. That is only a part of the con- postoffices. Congress
the
accepted
Analla, all of Lamy, N. M.
sideration, a partial remedy for the first alternative and discontinued the
MANUEL R. OTERO,
evil that exists. The complete soluRegister. tion is to be found only in accessible appropriation."
After several unsuccessful attempts
(highways that will lead from the best to establish rural free delivery an exThe New Aiexica.. Trlntlng Com- markets straight to the gateway of perimental service was begun on Ocpany has on hand a large supply ot every farm roads that connect farm tober 1, 1S96, and between that date
pads and tablets suitable for acbool with farm and country with city.
and June 30, 1897, there were 83
"That Kansas and Colorado are Tich routes established out of 43 postoffices
work, the desk, and also for lawyers
and merchants: good everywhere. We in lands, in livestock and in bank ac- in 29 states. This beginning
was
will sell them at 5 cents tn book form. counts affords every reason why they made upon appropriations aggregating
should begin now to develop the coun- $40,000 and the results
obtained
try 'from the ground up,' and to con- proved that the experimental service
serve their resources against the day had rendered benefits in excess of the
of misfortune. Other states have been
involved and that under
rich in all that these states boast, expenditures
wise
restrictions
it could be continued
&
but the waste of wealth, and resource with
advantage.
has reduced their riches and left
"When it is stated that rural carTelephone Mo 148 Red
them to fight an unequal contest riers
throughout the United States
MRS. OTTO RETSCH.
against conditions that sane business travel 304,000,000 miles a year it
judgment should have inspired them seems
incomprehensible and beyond
to correct and overcome in the day of
said Mr. DeGraw, who then
belief,"
golden opportunity. Kansas and Coin
lorado may lose what they now have reviewed the growth of the service
in
and
Carolina
South
and
North
the chance to gain by neglecting an
opportunity that amounts to an obli- Georgia.
gation.
"The new Santa Fe Trail builders MOST INTERESTING RUINS
IN THE UNITED STATES.
Basket leaves Monday Tuesday are engaged in the greatest movement
of the age for the development that
Returns Thursday and Friday. means lasting greatness for the two Discoverer of the Rainbow Bridge in
Utah Surveys Pajarto
AGENCY at O. K. Barber Shop states. Their plan to link the MisPark.
mountains
and
the
river
souri
Rocky
Mrs. P O. BROWN Agent
a
penhighway
great
constructing
by
Phone No 23 Red
William B. Douglas, U. S. examiner
etrating the rich territory intervening
is the beginning of the actual work of surveys, is in Santa Fe writing and
of building upon the right foundation. preparing an exhaustive illustrated
HACK
They are the pioneers in a movement Teport to the general land office on
that means more to Kansas and to the prehistoric ruins of the Pajarito
Prom
Colorado than has been involved in park outside of the forest reserve.
any other movement, except the trans- He spent since May 30 in surveying
BARRANCA TO TAOS continental
railways. foT tlhe perma- and examining these ruins as a preMeets Both North South nent, material welfare of the great liminary to their being declared a
plains country since the pioneers of national monument. With him in this.
Bounds Trains.
old invaded and took possession of it work were T. D. and T. S. Getzenbren-nerLeaves Barranca on the arrival of
more than half a century ago. But
the north bound train and arrives at
will Kansas and Colorado realize it?"
The largest and most interesting
Taos at 7 p. m.
ruins they examined was the Puye.
Ten miles shorter than any other THREE WOMEN IN SPOKANE
Mr. Douglas says that in his many
Good covered hack and good
"way.
POLICE DEPARTMENT. years of surveying prehistoric ruins
teams.
in the United States, he has found
TMalaag- a.cn.oto Mateo Pas-eeag- ei Wear Regulation Stars and Will Don none of greater interest and none so
Coraafortafcle.
Uniforms of Dark Blue When
accessible to the traveling public. He
on Duty Designated as
was astonished at its size, estimating
ST- Matrons.
that the ground floor of the communal
ruin on top of the cliff, contained
Spokane, Wash., July 5. Three wo- about 570 rooms, and that the dwelld
members of ing was at least two or three stories
men are now
the police department of Spokane. high. He declared the relics he found
SHOP They are: Captain Bertha Smith, of evidence of the highest order of prethe Salvation Army, and Mrs. Ella historic culture he has ever seen and
For 19 year? the only
Jones and Mrs. N. W. Alexander of is convinced that is of
first class tonsorial parlor the Volunteers of America. They age. He was especially impressed
wear regulation stars and will don with the thickening of the pieces of
in Santa Fe.!
uniforms of dark blue when on duty. pottery he found at the places of
OUR NEW PITCH
Their quarters are in the city jail, greatest stress, something, which beTREATMENT
where they are designated as matrons, fore this, he had thought entirely a
is guaranteed to cure, (not only and they have full charge of all Wo- modern device.
men prisoners. The three women have
Mr. Douglas favors the declaring of
relieve, Dandruff, falling hair & divded
work into three shifts of these prehistoric ruins so near to Santhe
We
also
other scalp irritations.
hours each, so that one is on to Fe a national monument. While at
carry a complete tine of all the eight
all the time. Mayor Nelson . Espanola, he received from President
duty
popular hair and facial tonics.
Pratt and Commissioner Armstrong Taft the pen with which the chief exeHERPICIDE, DE LUXE QUININE &
are highly pleased with the innova- cutive signed the proclamation declarand John T. Sullivan, chief of thu ing the Rainbow Natural Bridge in
tion,
BATHS BATHS BATHS
force, and the rank and file are of the Utah, not far from the Arizona line, a
opinion the new members will be of national monument.
The bridge was
Ageuts HLTBBS LAUNDRY
Mr.
hone us, wewillbegladtocallfor your inestimable value to the department. discovered by Mr. Douglas.
were
women
The
after
until
will
some
time
appointed
be
and
on
Douglas
here
Mondays
Tuesdays
aundry
and deliver on Thursdays and Fridays strict civil service examinations, and he has his exhaustive report completthe pay has been fixed at $80 a ed and which in addition to its scienAll work is guaranteed; y&jr
month. Captain Smith has had sev- tific value, will also be a big advertisesocks are mended and buttons
sewed on you shirts, without
eral years' experience in police work ment for Santa Fe, the School of
extra charge.
as an officer of the Salvation Army American
and the PajarPHONE RED 122. PHONE RED 122. and will have command of the squad. ito park. Archaeology
t
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FRESH EGGS

CREAM

mm

MILK

LAUNDRY

For Best Laundry Work

LINE

VOOiiY'S

FARE

$5.00

KERR'S

PLAZA BARBER

full-flege-

FAGE THREE.

G0LDSB0R0
New Mexico Military Institute
HEARD

FROM

ROSWELu, NEW MEXICO.
Weit Point of th gouthweit
Army Oflicers Detailed by War Department
Arm? Inspectors RANK SCHOOL IN CLAS3

Th

A Lady Who

Lives in Goldsboro
Joins in the Chorus of Praise
for Cardui, The Woman's
Tonic.

Goldsboro, N. C "A physician treated nie tor many distressing
writes .Mrs. Etta A. Smith, symptoms."
"but cave
me no relief.
"I suffered with neuralgia around the
heart and was troubled at times with my
head. I had pain in m v left side, bowels,
left thigh, shoulders and arms.
"After taking Cardui. I am now well
and can recommend it to other suffering
women."
Just such doubtful symptoms, as those
from which Mrs. Smith suffered, are the
ones for which it will pay you to take
Cardui, the woman's tonic.
It is at such times, when there is nothing to show, for certain, the real cause of
the trouble, that you need a tonic, to give
the body strength to throw off the illness
that evidently threatens.
Take Cardui, when you are ill, with
the ailments of your sex. Take Cardui
as a tonic, to prevent illness, when
you
feel it coming.
Your druggist keeps it.
N. B
Write to: Ladies' Advisory Dept.. Chafti-oon- ga
.Medicine Co.. Chattanooga, Tenn., for Speciat

Instructions, and
hook, "Home Treatment
for women sent in plain wrapper on request.

THE FORUM.
Words of Golden Advice.
Mr. Editor Several years ago I resolved that whenever no celebration
of tne glorious Fourth took place in
my neighborhood, that I would read
the Declaration of Independence, and
the Constitution of the United States
(the two greatest state papers that
ever emanated from the brain of man)
at home, and 1 have done so ever
since. I cannot understand how any
one (who can read at all) can live under the inestimable blessings we enjoy, and never read the imperishable
documents that guarantee those blessings to us and yet. there are many
who are thus neglectful of their duty
Into their country and themselves.
telligence is one of the main safeguards of the Republic, but how can
the
a citizen perform
intelligently
on him, as such
duties incumbent
citizen, without understanding the
principles that underlie those duties?
are
Of course, we know that tJhere
many estimable men in all the states,
who (through adverse circumstances)
are unable to read, in all probability
this is no fault of theirs, but even they
can get some good friend to read the
above documents for them, and they
should do so. I remember, when I
was a boy, that many of our good
neighbors, used to meet in my father's house, and spend the evenings
in listening to the reading of the
newspapers which they (good honest
men) were unable to read for themselves. This or some similar plan
snould be adopted wherever it is necessary and much good would result,

therefrom.
It is no shame to be illiterate, but
it is a shame to remain so without
making some effort to improve one's
We are just entering on
condition.
the most important campaign in our
history, large meetings will be held,
and no better use can be made of
them than by devoting part of the
time to reading the declaration of independence and the constitution of the
United States. The former can be
easily read in 15 minutes and the latter inside of an hour. No man. I
don't care how able a speaker he may
be, can pretend to deliver anything
at all comparable to them. If we begin here I have no doubt our example
will be followed by other communities to our mutual benefit. There is
nothing to be ashamed of in such exercises I remember when the Australian system of voting was introduced
into the highly intelligent state oi
Ohio, that meetings were held for the
express purpose of teaching the citizens how to vote under the new system and no sensible man was at all
ashamed to go to such, meetings or
kindergartens, as they used, jucularly,
to call them. The greatest man of our
age, or perhaps, of any age, the immortal Martyr Lincoln, was born in
the most abject poverty received
hardly any book learning, traveled
miles to borrow a book spent night
after night, after a hard day's work,
in spelling out the words placing
them in order and painfully studying
the meaning of the principles they contained, and after years of such desperate struggles became the mighty
instrument, in the hands of God, of
saving the nation from utter ruin.
The centennial of his birth has just
been celebrated, from end to end ot
the nation he saved, and his name will
go down to the latest age of the world
beloved, venerated and esteemed as
one of God's choicest specimens of
human greatness. Why then should
we be ashamed to receive or give instructions as he did?
Yours) ofr the New Sunshine State,
A. L.

SOUTHERN

MORRISON.

PACIFIC FINED
$18,000 FOR REBATING.

Francisco, July 5. Pleas of
were entered by the Southern
Railroad Company to eighteen
of the indictments,
charging
rebating and discriminating on rates
found by the federal grand jury on
information gathered by the interstate commerce commission and fines
aggregating $18,000 were imposed by
United States Circuit Judge Van
Fleet.
San
guiity
Pacific
counts

"A."
Tbruugh Academic course, preparing young
men for college or for business nfe. Great
amount of open air work. Heauhlet location
of any Military School In the Union. Located
on the beautiful Pecos Vai!ey the xaraen
spot of the West at an e'evatior, of S,7ijO
?eet above sea lev..d, sunshine everv day, but
tttie rain or snow during session.
Eleven Officers and instructors, all graduates from stardard eastern colleges. Ten
buildings, thoroughly furnished, heatad. light
ed and modern lr all respects.
REGENTS E. A. Cahoon. President; W
G, Hamlitoa, Vice President; J. Phelps White,
Treasurer; W. M. Atkinson Secretary. nd V
A
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C. E. HARTLEY REAL ESTATE CO
SPRINGER, NEW MEXICO

.......

Offers irrigated lands in tracts of all sizes,

raw lands,

under ditch, 40 00 to 75 00 per acre, under cultivation
and highly improved, StiO.OO to S175.00 per acre. These are
ideal homes ready for you.

Dry Farming Lands, $5.00 to $20.00 per acre
RANCHKS,
LARUE

ANlJ,

SMALL

We are prepared to locate settlers on kov- eminent land. We have Irrigation cuter- prises, needing capital. Moneyed : men: are
;
invited to correspond with us.

IF YOU NEED ANYTHING IN NEW MEXICO,

RANOHK9.
LARliB
AND
SMALL.

LET US HEAR FROM YOU,

Look Over Your Suit

m
TAKE YOUR CHOICE.
Take a pick with your eyes shut and after we have Cleaned and Pressed it,
you'll get what you like. That re- and it will remind you of when it first
fers to
came from the tailor's hands bright,
ANY LIVERY RIG
fresh and new. We press the garmthat leaves these stables. They're all ents back into their original perfect
and take out every spot and
up to date and any of them gives sat- shape,
without
the least injury to the
stain
isfaction.
A drive drives away the
clean ladies' dresses
cloth.
also
We
blues. Try it and save calling the
and cloaks. Satisfaction
skirts
and
doctor.
guaranteed.

WILLIAMS
310 San

4

RISING

Francisco St. 'Phone

139 Red

Julius Muralter, Tailo r
Cor. Palace and Washington Avenues.

R0SWELL AUTO CO. ROSVVELL NEW MEX
Carrvine the U. S. mail and nas- sengers between Vaughn, N. M., and
Roswell, N. M... connecting with the
El Paso & Southwestern and Rock Is
land Railroads and the Atchison,
Topeka & Santa Fe Railroad.
Leave Vaughn at 8:30 a. m., arrive

the rate of

$5.00 per hundred lbs.
Special automobiles furnished to accommodate any number of passengers
to make special connections with any
train at Vaughn, also to connect with
New Mexico Central Railroad at Torrance for Santa Fe, N. M., by comin Roswell at 3:30 p. m.
municating with Manager of the RosLeave Roswell at 12:30 a. m, arrive well Auto Co., at Roswell, N. M., at
in Vaughan at 6 p. m.
least 24 hours In advance. Rate for
Baereaea allowance of 50 lbs. to special $40.00 to accommodate four or
each regular ticket, excess baggage at fewer passengers to either point

J. W..STOCKARD, manager
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PAGE FOUR.

Santa Fe spent a quiet, sane Fourth,
and neither patriotism nor humanity
today seem any the worse for it. In
fact a call for volunteers to fight a
foreign enemy would possibly receive
more responses this morning than as
if yesterday had been devoted to fir
ing off firecrackers and sky rockets.

$20,000,000 FOR THE WEST.

I

SANTA EE NEW MEXICAN

President Taft is made final arbiter
in the expenditure of the $20,000,-- i
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new project. The water users under
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Capital Stock
Surplus and Undivided Profits

$150,000
80.000

transacts a general banking business in all its branches.

Loans money on the most favorable terms on all kinds of
personal and collateral security. Buys and setis bonds and
Buys and sells
tj stocks in all markets for its customers.
g domestic and foreign exchange and makes telegraphic transfer
cj
of money to all parts of the civilized world on as liberal terms
p as are given by any money traosmiting agency public or
jr
private,. Interest allowed on time deposits at the rate of three
r years' time. Liberal
2 per cent per annum, on six months'
5 advances made on consignments of livestock and products.
The bank executes all orders oi its patrons in the banking line,
7
? and aims to extend to them as liberal treatment in all respects,
as is consistent with safety and the principles of sound bank- ing. Safety deposit boxes for reat. The patronage of the
2 public is respecfully solicited.
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ALL MODERN CONVENIENCES

Gregg's Peerless Hotel
EUROPEAN PLAN
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Ourlncreaslng patronage is the
beat proof that we merit yours.

SANTA PE, NEW MEXICO

The only first class Hotel in Santa Fe, with hot
and cold water in
every room, and with bath on every floor the finest & best CAFE in
the City in connection with Hotel. First class service
guaranteed.
Nice sample room on first floor, Special attention
given to traveling
C4ive lis a trial if you want first class
men,
service.
Corner of Water St,
and Don Caspar Ave.
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BALLETA

THE ORIGINAL OLD CURIO STORE
301-30- 3

San Francisco St.
Open Until 8. p. m.

THESE PRICES TALK
CEIMAYO PILLOWTOPS, 50c each
75c "
NATURAL WOOL
WAR CLUBS
25c '
TOMTOMS
30c "
BOWS and ARROWS
15c "
NAVAJO BLANKETS
65c per pound and up

CANDELARIO

The Curio Man.

At the Sign of the Old Cart.
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C. E. Ingle is a visitor from Albu-- j
querque.
Ramon Sanchez, of Lamy, spent the
Fourth in Santa Fe.
The Misses Porter of San Jose, Cal.,
are tourists in the fit.v.
F. C. Drake of Hodges, Taos
is here on business.
Mr. and Mrs. C. E. Rose of Boston,
are sightseers in the city.
J. A. Smith, a shoe salesman from
ithe Hull, is at the Palace.
R. S. Herbert, the well known meat
(man, is calling on the trade.
Mr. and Mrs. F. L. Geddis, tourists
from Seattle, are in the city.
Mr. and Mrs. E. A. Wigrein, a tour- ist from Detroit, is in the city.
j
Mrs. Leo Hersch and children have
goiu to Santa Cruz to visit friends.
F. B. White, a typewriter salesman,
is at the Claire. He is from El Paso,
C. R. Howett, a dry goods salesman
El Paso, is calling on the trade
j from
A. H. Gossett.
of Einlmdo, Taos
county, registered at the Claire yes-- j

Use the
If you are, y" wil1
,neefd
tackle, and a

for Trout.

.m!
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supplies. We've got 'em all, everything
that vouneed. 'Just call at our store and
talk to OUR MAN WHO KNOWS, he will be glad to
tell you the best bait, the right flies.Jand anythir.g else
you wish to know.

i

COME IN AND GET AC
QUAINTED WITH HIM
IT WILL HE TO YOUR
ADVANTAGE.

His Time is Yours

j

IT IS NEVER TOO LATE
TO LEARN; START A

FH".

ABE YOU GOIN' FISHIN' MR. SPORTMAN?
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MONEY OF YOUR OWN enables you to borrow more money
want
it to start a business of your own.
you

Dr. and Mrs. J. IT. Sloan are now
nicely domiciled at the Sanitarium for
the summer.
Former Delegate to Congress H. B.
Fergus-soof Albuquerque, is regis- tered at the Palace.
Colonel Venceslao .laramillo of El
Rito, Rio Arriba county, was a guest
at Gregg's yesterday.
N. A. Hardeman, of St. Louis, the
well known nardware salesman is
calling on the trade.
Mrs. A. J. Fischer and daughter.
Claribel, will be home this week from
a sojourn in California.
Celestino Ortiz and family of Es-- j
tancia but formerly of this city, spent
j
t!be Fourth in the capital.
Rev. J. H. Heald, Congregation min-ister of Albuquerque, spent Sunday!
and yesterday in this city.

HAVING
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Make OUR Bank YOUR Bank.
We pay liberal interest consistent with safety.

i

j

UNITED STATES BANK

&

TRUST CO.

j
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is all new and complete in every
detail ' our assortment of flies is larger
Our Line

and more complete,

We have lines, rods, reels, baskets, and everything for his majesty, THE
SPORTMAN; Come in and get next to our line and prices Our prices are lower
than ever before.

PEOPLE WHO FULLY REALIZE WHAT STATEHOOD
MEANS, WILL ALSO REALIZE THAT IT IS TO THEIR
GREATEST ADVANTAGE TO MAKE THEIR REAL
ESTATE PURCHASES EARLY.
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Assistant Territorial Treasurer Simon Nusbaum, left today for Manassa,
Colorado, to visit relatives.
G. Calvert and S. H. Mahan of Denver, and A. Frascher of El Paso, are
traveling men at the Palace.
Sisters Eloisa, Lucille, Marv Ann
and Mary Sylvester have gone to Albuquerque for their annual retreat.
Sister Marie Virginia of Denver,
and Sister Benita of Trinidad, are
visiting the Sisters of Charity in this

buiiuy.

COMPANY

For full particulars call on or
address the above company

St.

Phone. Red Ho. 189

nee

them whether yot bun or not
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OUR QUALITY AND OUR PRICES ARE DEPENDABLE

Ranges, Dishes and Onyx Granite

The Wagner. Furniture and Undertaking
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Establishment.
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John Kerr, Frank C. Y. Pooler and
Arthur A. Wynne all of the forest
service with headquarters at Albuquerque, are at the Palace.

i

Our line of Corliss-Coo- n
collars is new and
shapely and will outwear the common kind
Ladies Kid Gloves for $1.25. Very dressy
and serviceable. Strongly sewed and good
finish.
Genuine french kid finest quality $1.50 pair
These embody best style features now in

Ulll

X. M. Judd and Donald Beauregard

STERFIELD

archaeologists of Salt Lake City, are
at the Palace, having just returned
from Ojo Caliente, Taos county.
I Ki
Karl Moon, the artist photographer
of Albuquerque, passed through the
city today on his way to Nambe where
he will take a number of pictures.
SPECIAL LOW FEE FOR A FEW
Inspector E. E. Van Horn has re- DAYS ONLY.
turned lrom Vaughn, where he inspected three cars of cattle which
were consigned to a Kansas point,
Census Enumerator Antonio D. Var-- j
$3.00 TRICE
gas, former member of the legislature
and Alcario Martinez of Ojo Caliente
are registered at tJhe Coronado hotel,
'
READING $1.00
Judge John R. McFie has returned
from Las Vegas, where he presided
over a brief adjourned session of district court and sentenced a man for
murder.
I will tell your name, your age and
Miss M. E. Disette has returned '
the
date of your birth, also of
from Paguate, Valencia county, where
she has been in charge of the indus- changes that are in store for you,
trial school work for the Laguna whether or not you should make
them and if you will be successful. I
Pueblos.
tell alsn nf niarriiisrei. deaths, diL. Bradford Prince
; vorce8 travelB home alld neart af.
turned last evening from Las Vegas falrS( ta,ent8 and questions that per.
where he delivered a scholarly
andjtain to the fuUire j teaeh the pro.
brilliant address at the Santa Fe,fpSsiori tn ntwK Medinmistic. ner- Trail celebration.
sons developed. Parlors at the "N. W.
Mr. and Mrs. D. E. Glazier of Nor-- ; corner of Lincoln and Palace Avenues,
walk, California, are visiting their opposite the Plaza.
Readings daily
daughter, Mrs. Frank W. Shearon of until 8:30 p. m.

ULH

THE SECRET CF EEAUTY

afe made to perfection from our
Lumber) because the wood is lies in a good complexion and the
perfect in every particular and secret of a good complexion h good
free from every imperfection of blood. Our toilet articles embrace
to preserve the complexion
knots, cracks and warpings. everything
and our blood purifiers enable one to
is
of
it
thoroughly have it.
Every foot
seasoned, dried and shrunk, so WARM WEATHER TOILET
it can be absolutely relied upon
aids here
The daintiest of
by carpenters and builders, and
archi- powders, freckle lotions,
all sensible, wide-awa- ke
are at your command.
tects hereabouts particularly remedies
A. D. S. blood mixture guaranteed.
in
their
mention our Lumber
specifications.
S
A
sun-bur- n

Company.

Where your dollar buys the most.
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Every well dressed lady selects her gloves,
and collars as well, with great care.

r

B

Charles W. Dudrow

JUST RECEIVED

,,--

i
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The very best grade of Chamoisette, easy
fitting and comfortable at 60c. pair. ,
Ladies Milanese Lisle best value ever shown
at the price 35c.
Double fabric tips,
Good Grade Silk.
Splendid value at 60c. We have others of
best selections to pick from.

j
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SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO
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The

Waper Undertaking Establishment.
EXPERT EMBALMERS and FUNERAL DIRECTORS

Everything New

ani

Up-To-Da- te.

Prices Right.
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NEW STOCK

guests at the Sanitarium.
Miss Minnie
Krueger, a rained
nurse from Las Vegas, is in the city
caring for Mrs. S. B. Grimshaw who
is very ill. Mrs. Grimshaw's sister

!

j

IP

J?

Everything in Hardware.

Capitol Hill, and expect. to remain
here several weeks.
Rev. Father Shea president of St.
Mary's Seminary at Cincinnati, Ohio,
and Father Loney, pastor of St. Joseph's church of Springfield, Ohio, are

i

ir;"";;u

Ornamental Doors.
firnflTO'r.i

VV UAT3BWAT5P

Miss McQuarrie, is also ill.
Chairman H. O. Bursum, of the Republican territorial central committee,
left last evening for Albuquerque and
Fourth.
Miss tteyDurn ot Albuquerque, was his home at Socorro after spending
'here yesterday on her way to the Es- - several days in the capital
tancia valley where she will visit
County Commissioner J. Ortiz y Pino
friends.
who is also a member of the terriMiss Mary Conlon, a graduate nure torial board of penitentiary commisof Albuquerque, is visiting her aunt, sioners, is in the Capital from Galis- Sister Mary Seton, of St, Vincent's teo, southern Santa Fe county.
Sanitarium.
T. B. Catron returned
Misses Harriet Kraeger and Dora
from the Meadow City
last
evening
jWolfort are tourists stopping at the where Ms aaddresg a the ganta Fe
luw way uutK lrom Trail celebration was declared one of
jthe
jthe most eQquent ever heard .Q that
f
County Commissioner J. A Tucero. VJtJ,
,r
a prosperous Santa Cruz merchant, Is
here to attend a meeting of the board
'
(Continued on Page Eight.)
of commissioners.

In our netrhj improved store yon will ind EVERYTI1 IXG
DATE FURNITURE.
in the live of UP-T-

IaIeon

A

Wholesale & Retail
Dealers in

city.
Miss Margaret Baker, of the forest
service, in Albuquerque, is stopping at
St. Vincent's Sanitarium for a few
days.
Joseph Frank and George Davis,
of Moriarty, were among the visitors
to the city yesterday to spend the

FRUIT CANNING TIME, and OUR PATENT CLAMP
FRUIT CANS WILL SAVE LABOR and FRUIT
A New Line of WILTON and AXMINSTER RUGS, in
:
:
:
:
;
Oriental Patterns, Just Received. :
,

CALL and

AWHP

1

Santa Pe, New Mexico
119 San Francisco

Windows

I

REAL ESTATE

our attractive

Notice our

Take a little vacation next Sunday and
take up the Isaac Walton Fever.

j

See

th&n ever.

-

re--

Satisfaction Guaranteed
on all Work.

i

Service Prompt, Day or Night,

Electric

CLARENDON
GARDEN
R, V. BOY LIS Mgr.

PANSY

BEE?.
PLANTS NOW.

CUT FLOWERS, WEDDING
BOUQUETS, and FUNERAL

DESIGNS.

ARK SELLING OCT!
FRESH LAID KGOS every day
Pure bred barred Plymouth Rocks and White
Chickens
are yarded in the orchard under the trees and fed on Wyandotte.
clean wholesome food
only. No chance of Tuberculosis germs nor Ptomaine poisontnf t
EGGS FOR HATCHING.
CLSREHDON

POOLTR!

rvice

YARDS

DAY

WIRE UP THOSE DARK PLACES

e ae A

4Uflk

Aim

mm
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for Electric Irons, Broilers,
Cleaners and Wash Tubs.

Santa Fe Water

AND

and See
them in

Light Company

petition
aa

THE SANlA
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LINIMENT FOR EXTERNAL USE.

No woman who bears children need suffer during the period
of waiting, nor at the time of baby's coming, if Mother's
Friend is used as a massage for the muscles, tendons and glands
of the body. Mother's Friend is a penetrating, neaitniui liniment which strengthens the ligaments, lubricates and renders pliant those
muscles on which the strain is greatest, prevents caking of the breasts by keepetc.
ing the ducts open, and relieves nausea, backache, numbness, nervousness,
Its regular use will prepare every portion of the system for the safety of both
mother and child and greatly reduce the pain and danger when the little one
comes. Mother's Friend is sold at drug stores. Write for our free book, which
contains valuable information for expectant mothers.
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Moini-s-

Palace.

J. B. Hannum, C.
H.
J.
Heald, H. M.
Ar
Brandt, John Kerr, Albuquerque; R. S.
A. Smith, BosDonnects with K. P. & S. W. Ky, train No. 121 arrlviriK In Dawson, N, M. ai 6:15 p. m. Herbert, Las Vegas; J.
C. W. Pooler, Arthur A. Wynne,
H'onnefts with E.P.iS.W. Ky. train No. 123 leaving Dawson N. M . at 9:55 a. ni.
ton;
M.
SStae for Van Houten N. M, meets trains at Preston N.
Forest service; G. Calvert, Denver;
t.'. fcS. Passenger trains arrive ami depart from PeMoines as follow:
SOUTHBOUND
NORTH BlH'N 1:
Mr. and Mrs. E. A. "Wigrein, Detroit;
No, 8. 10.44 a.m.
No. 1.4.48 a. tn.
F. C. Drake, Hodges ; W. J. Parkinson,
No, 2. 1111 p, m.
No. 7.6 49 pni.
S. K. Ry.at Uaton and Preston with O, AS. Ry. at
Track connection with A. T.
Denver; Mr. and Mrs. C. E. Rose, BosNorthwestern at
lies Moines K P, S. W. Ky. at Colfax, N M, and Cimarron
Ka.vado
is
or
M.
ton; Mr. and Mrs. J. R. Detweiler,
N.
which
Miami,
Ocate,
following station
Cimarron,
depot
and Ked Lakes. N. M
C. R. Howett, 9. Frascher, El
MN.
Ute Park. N. M. is depot for the followins stations in
Arroyo Seco, Aurora,
E. Harvey, Cumberland; S.
Red
Ranches
de
P.
Taos,
Loho,
Cerro.
Q,ue..sta,
Klack
Klinhethtown.
Paso;
Lakes,
Kaldy
Kiver Oity, Talpa, Taos ami Twining.
H. Mahoon, Denver; N. M. Judd, Salt
f
Daily except Sunday
Hally. fKlatt.
Lake; R. K. Russell, El Rito; F. L.
F. M. WILLIAMS,
J. VAN HOUTEH
.. J. DEDMAN,
Edminster, Alamosa; Misses Porter,
G. P. Agent,
V. P. & G. M.,
Superintendent,
San Jose, Calif.; Donald Beauregard,
Raton, N. M.
Raton, N. f
Raton, N. M.
Salt Lake.

n

fi

Nash
Harlan
Tti' Park, X. M.. Lv

i

H. B. Fergusson,

47

9

f8 37
8 20

E. Ingle, Rev.

I

j
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to plant sev
fry in the. waters
Idaho and eastern
M. Fassett,
Charles
Washington.
president of the Chamber of Commerce, has been requested to appoint
a special commission to make full inquiry into these questions:
How many fish and the character of
the same can be placed in these waters yearly for the next five years ?
What appropriation should be asked
from the states andl how much from
the citizens?
Why the present laws governing
Protective

;illmmm-ASK FOR

-

-

111

TICKETS

SHIP YOUR FREIGHT
From Santa Fe to EI Paso, Bisbee,
Douglas, and all Points in New
Mexico, Arizona, Mexico and to the
Pacific Coast, via NEW MEXICO
CENTRAL to Torrance, Thence

El Paso & Southwestern

The Best Route

System

East or West

-

1

EUGENE A. FOX,
G.F.&P. A.
El

-

Paso Texas.

:

,

F. B. White, El Paso; Mr. and Mrs.
F. L. Geddis, Seattle; P. V. Wilcox,
Wilder, Ind.; J. N. Smith, Boston;
Miss Sue L. Wilson, Miss Sadie M.
Wii'son, Rosamond, 111.; Miss Reyburn,
Albuquerque; A. Stanton, Mountain-air- ;
Hildred Soper, Mcintosh; W. F.
Anderson, Willard; J. M. Lee, Trin-jidaMr. and Mrs. R. W. Hoy, Las
Vegas; Jacob Cohn, Hodges; A. H.
iGossett, Embudo; William B. Douglas,
Washington; C. L. LeClara, Hodges;
Karl Moon Grand Canon, Ariz.; N. A.
jHardnian, St. Louis.
Gregg's.
N. M. Brigham, Vv'heaton; Joe Ortiz
;y Pino, Galisteo; Joseph A. Shea, M.
;J. Loney, Cincinnati; S. L. Smith,
A. McKenzie,
Elwood,
Ind.; J. P. Kennedy, Antelope Springs;
George Robertson, Durango; V. Jara- ,millo, El Rito; the Estancia Base Ball
Team; T. B. McChancy, Los Angeles;
E. L. Master. Albuquerque; Miss Ella'
,
Phillips, Albuquerque; P. H. Knowl-tonDenver.
Coronado.
Charles Wilton, Espanola; Antonio
De Vargas, A. Martinez, Ojo Caliente;
Miss Ella Phillips, Illinois; Arthur
Piggs, Moffatt, Colo.; L. A. Gardner,
Venus; I. Zigmond, Denver; Reuben!
Garcia, Moriarty, Charles Wilton, Es-- 1
panola; G. W. Johnson, Domingo; Jose
Casos and friends,, Hebron.
j

NORTHWEST WILL RESTOCK
LAKES, RIVERS AND STREAMS.

8 RATES

FISH

FE TO

FROM SANTA
Embudo
Tres Piedras
Antonito
Chama

and return

$2.65

"

4.55

"

6.30

"

9.50

WagonWheel Gap

ieatu?

10.70

Best Trout

Spokane Fish Protective Association
to Plant Several Millions of Fish
in Idaho and Washington.
Spokane, Wash., July 5. Commercial and sportsmen's organization in
all parts of the Inland Empire will be
invited by the Spokane Chamber of
Commerce to join in a movement to
restock the lakes, rivers and streams
in eastern Washington and Oregon,
north and central Idaho and western
Montana with game fish, and efforts
will also be made by the Spokane Fish

FISHING
In the World

TOLAND

AGENT.

E. Piakham's
Vegetable Compound
By Lydia

Jefferson, Iowa.

"When my baby

i was jusiiwo

months

old I was com
run down
pletely
and
internal ormy

gans were in

ble shape.

i

Fine Rigs, Reliable Horses, Single
Buggies, Surries, Saddle Horses

Pali up 'Phone 8
When in Need of Anything in the
Livery Line. Drivers Furnished
RATES RIGHT.
Don

Caspar Avenue

iBiuwretU'U

MONUMENT TO

MAMMOTH

ADAM AND

such as seining, dynamiting and spearing, are ignored?
Why fish ladders are not erected at
all dams and screens provided at the
heads of irrigation canals tapping the
lakes?
What amendment should be made to
bring about the enforcement of the
letter and spirit of exiting laws?
"This movement will result in makSpokane country the
ing the
best fishing district in America within the next five years," said Charles
Liftchild, a member of the Spokane
Fish Protective Association, "and it
will mean thousands of tourists from
all parts of America and elsewhere.
"This work can be carried on without interfering with what the federal
government and states are doing for
fish propagation; in fact, I believe
with the
they would gladly
Chambers of Commerce in extending
the movement all over the western
country."

terri-

I bogan

taking Lydia E.
Pinkham's Vegeta
ble Compound, and
mother wrote and
told you just how I
was. I began to gain
at once and now I
am real well."
Mrs. W. II. Burger, 700 Cherry St.,
Jeilerson, Iowa.
Another Woman Cured.
" About three
Glenwood, Iowa.
and other fehad
I
falling
ago
years
male troubles, and I was nothing but
skin and bones. I was so sick I could
not do my own work. Within six
months I was made sound and well by
Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound. I will always tell my friends
that your remedies cured me, and yon
can publish my ieu,er.jiira. c y.
Dunn. Glenwood, Iowa.
It you belong to tnat countless army
of women who suffer from some f((rm
-

ana snouia kiiow
woi'-li--

iit-s-

leir.

5vl?i sui'P'y the

ii

Other, but
illustrated
Si
j

Amtri

Ui..n

It eiYea
PrtJcular8 and directions In- t 8d Street. NEW
"ul
book-seal- ed.

INDUSTRIAL DISPLAY AT
MEXICAN CENTENNIAL.

j
t
i

i

j

Mexico City, July 5 An industrial
display that promises to be a distinct
credit to this country wui be one of
the interesting features of the Mexican Centennial celebration next September.
The matter of the display has been
taken up by the Chamber of Commerce here, and a board of directors
to arrange and conduct the exhibit
has been named.
Merchants, bankers, manufacturers
and agriculturists are taking a deep
interest in this feature of centennial
month.

Business men who come here from
abroad will have an opportunity to
witness in a condensed display evidences of the progress that this counEVE. try has made in the last twenty-fivyears along many lines of endeavor.
j

e

Prize to Be Offered for the Most Appropriate Design Preparing for
FRATERNAL SOCIETIES.
National Apple Show.
Spokane, Wash., July 5. A. F.
Crowell, formerly deputy state hortiMASONIC.
cultural commissioner of Spokane and
Stevens county, Wash., has submitted
Montezuma Lodge No
a proposal to the National Apple
1, A. F. & A. M. Reff
Show to erect a mammoth monument
ular
communications
to Adam and Eve in one of the apple
first Monday of each
belts in the northwest. The board of
month & Masonic hal
trustees of the organization, of which
7.30 y. ja.
at
Howard Elliott, head of the Northern
H. H. PORMAN,
Pacific Railway Company, is presiActing Master.
a
offer
to
is
plans
dent,
discussing
ALAN R. McCORD, Secretary.
substantial prize for the most appropriate design, submitted in competiSanta Fe Chapter No. 1,
tion, to be awarded by popular vote at
A. M.
R.
Regular conthe third annual show in Spokane the
vocation second Monday of
14.
Ren
H.
Rice,
week of November
each month at Masonic
secretary of the apple show, anHall at 7:30 p. m.
is
Crowell's
nounces that if Mr.
plan
S. G. CARTWRIGHT, H. P.
adopted by the trustees, arrangements ARTHUR SELIGMAN,
Secretary.
monument
erect
to
the
will be made
in
summer
and
have
it
next
early
Santa Fe Commandery No,
readiness for the dedicatory service
1, K. T. Regular conclava
the third week in November, 1911.
20 YEARS AGO TODAY
fourth Monday in each
and
President Taft
representative
month at Masonic Hall at
men and women from all parts of the
7:30 p. m.
From the New Mexican of this date country will be invited to attend and
J. A. MASSIE, E. C.
lb'JO.
participate in the ceremonies at the W. E. GRIFFIN, Recorder.
monument.
The Glorious Fourth.
unveiling of the
Yesterday proved all around the
Santa Fe Lodge or Perfection No. 1
CHESTERFIELD HERE.
fourth Santa Fe has enjoyed in
14th degree.
Ancient and Accepted
years. The day was perfect; delightScottish Rite of Free Masonry meeta
.fact
in
Town
in
the
Celebrated
breeze
that
The
fully cool;
Clairvoyant
on the third Monday of each month
came down from the mountains during
Will Remain a Few Days.
at 7:30 o'clock in the evening in
the evening made it necessary to wear
Masonic Hall, south side of Plaza.
the eminent Visiting Scottish
Grant Chesterfield,
light wraps. Sunrise found the 10th
Rite Masons are corinfantry band rendering a bouquet of thought reader and clairvoyant arrived dially invited to attend.
national airs in the plaza pagoda and in Santa Fe and has secured quarters
JOHN W. MAYES, 32.
at the same time everyone was get- - at the northwest cornor of Lincoln
Venerable Master.
out
decorations.
his
The
ting
display and Palace avenues opposite of plaza, HENRY F. STEPHENS, 32.
of flags on the main
thoroughfares where he states he will give private
Secretary.
was very pretty and during the day readings. He is the same man of
attracted much comment from stran- mysteres as of old and if press notices
B. P. O. E.
gers of which there were a good num- are to be relied upon his inexplicable
Santa Fe
No. 460, B. P. O. B.,
ber from all parts of New Mexico and powers are growing stronger year holds its Lodge
on the secsession
regular
southern Colorado. The base ball after year. Chesterfield has read for ond and
fourth Wednesday of each
race
the
horse
game and
brought such noted personages as Baron Carl month. Visiting brothers are invited
large crowds during the forenoon. The du Prell of Munich, Bavaria; Ionodies and welcome.
A. J. FISCHER,
Baca horse "Revenge" ran clear away the
Geer of
Greek,
D. SENA,
great
Exalted Ruler.
from Judge Ortiz's sorrel, "Santa Fe",
Oregon; Senator C. K. Pavis, Senator
Secretary.
and took the purse of $200.
Teller, Rev. Samuel Jones, Admiral
In the afternoon the streets were
Schley, Sarah Bernhardt, Emma Calve,
Knights of Pythias.
alive with a gay throng, all flocking Mme. Nordica and in brief, a list
Santa Fe Lodge No. 2, Knights of
track.
toward the federal
building
without end.
Pythias. Regular meeting 1st and 3d
Then followed the race.
Tuesdays in month at 8 o'clock in I.
In the evening, however, came the
O. O. F. hall, San Francisco St. Visitmost enjoyable feature of the day.
ing Knight's invited to attend.
The plaza and all the adjacent streets
AUGUST REINGARDT, C. C.
with
were literally jammed
people.
JOHN
K. STAUFFER. K. R. S.
The military band discoursed sweet
music for an hour in the plaza while
the pyrotechnic display was in progCHEAP ROUND
ress. This was simply superb; nothing approaching it has ever taken
place here, and the people enjoyed it
immensely.
Following this came the ball at
TO ALL POINTS VIA
Gray's opera house, where standing
room only was at par, so great was
the crush, and not until long after midnight did the dancers of the light
fantastic cease dancing.
It is scarcely necessary to individuEffective June 2nd, 1910
alize in speaking of those who are retff&ffi&.Z,?
for the day's pleasure.
sponsible
ATLANTIC CITY $74.05
Everybody knows them and appreciates their efforts.
$73.70
He is looked upon in eastern cities ASBURY PARK
as a phophet, by others as a mass of BOSTON
SIX COMPANIES PAY
$77.95
in a note$1,500,000 IN DIVIDENDS. superhuman powers, and
worthy school of the greatest old CHICAGO
$50.35
scientists such as Pesbarrolles, Bal-zaCoeur d'Alene District Expects to Pay
DETROIT
Dumar, Germain, Craig, Allen,
$60.35
$3,000,000 on Its Mining InvestAristotle
and
uocies,
many
mrteb,
Year.
ments This
HOT SPRINGS
$44.60
jol-lie-

i

j

I

ftp

TRIP

few

RATES

lew

Tickets at Union Depot.
P. H. McBRIDE,

5, 1910.

ful
abort it:
MARVEL Whirling Spray
iue new n:iiiiti nyrmire.
.J obi eomen- i'nt, lt cleft ni"8
;in8tautiy.
K. JffT.

115

Construction in Spokane.
Spokane, Wash., July 5. Work is
progressing rapidly in Spokane on
what experts say will be the longest
span of concrete bridge in the world.
The central arch of the Monroe street
bridge in the heart of the city has a
span of 281 feet, the highest point be-- !
nig llu teet above me loot oi xne
falls. The total length of the structure
is between 1,100 and 1,200 feet. The
distinction of the largest structure of
the kind at present is the concrete
bridge over the Wissahickon river in
It has a span of 233
Philadelphia.
feet. The Rocky river bridge now un- der construction in Cleveland will
have a clear span of 280 feet. A span
of 2S5 feet has been adopted to carry
the New York barge canal over a
gorge near Medina, N. Y. With the
exception of the Hudson memorial
bridge span of 710 feet m New York
City, the longest single span yet proposed is that of a bridge now under
construction at Rome, Italy. It will
cross the Tiber river with a span of
328 feet.

fish protection,

'

For Rates and full information address

Association

eral millions of fish
in the panhandle of

Claire.

y

JULY

MONDAY,

Feet Long and Will Be
Feet Above the Falls Under

20
25

.935

'2 30

l.v

o

M.

It is 281

STATION'S

Miles

7777777,

7 30
f 8 20
If 8 35
f 8 50
'f 9 10

. . .

.

2

19

FE, N.

&

PASSENGER SCHEDULE
i'lT.H--t

SANTA

iXlUAN,

LONGEST CONCRETE SPAN
IN THE WORLD.

Company,

Railway

IsEvt

Mexico Central

others.

It is said that he tells you what ails
you, and you will soon make changes
in your Dusmess conditions; if your
home life is or will be happy; if you
will be fortunate in your love affairs;
if absent friends will return; if you
will travel; what you are best fitted
for in life; if you will win your

Six

mining
Boise, Idaho, July
companies operating in the Coeur
d'Alene district paid $1,418,000 in dividends to their stockholders the first
six months of this year and indications are the total for 1910 will reach
$3,000,000 or more than $91,000,000
sincethe beginning of mining In 1883.
The Bunker Hill & Sullivan Company
heads the list for the first half of
1910 with dividends of $451,000, followed by the Federal Mining & Smelting Company with $420,000, others besnow;ing the Hercules, $300,000;
$135,000; Hecla, $60,000, and
storm,
,
.
..
caienaonia, a new snipper xnis yeai,
The district produced
$52,000.
723,106 worth of lead, silver, copper,
M and zlnc in 1909 wnen the total
5.

1

-t

1

KANSAS CITY

$35.35

ST. LOUIS
NEW YORK

$44.35
$75.15

DAYLIGHT

TRAIN

BETWEEN

Prof. Chesterfield came from Qulncy
and during his stay there fully 3,000
people consulted him. It is said that
in his clairvoyant readings he actu
ally tells you your name, age and the
date of your birth.
Train Leaves
Seen yesterday at his parlors he
a. m.
stated that he would remain in Santa
Fe but a few days.
His parlors will remain open even For information
ings until 8:30 p. m.

Santa Fe & El Paso

I

;

It is an admitted fact that real esIt Is
financial men and merchants all For thirty years this famous remedy reached a valuetheof $15,006,862.
of the Coeur
that
time or another who has printing to be tate,
for
output
standard
all
the
been
forms
has
predicted
of
that quickest and bst results are female ills, and has cured thousands of d'Alene will be worth fully $15,000,000
done and if the work is to be first say
obtained by advertising in the New women who have been troubled with this year. The Coeur d'Alene district jCrTO-MGHclass the New Mexican job printing Mexican.
such ailments as displacements, fibroid embraces 400 square miles in
department can fill the bill. Why get
"'.em Idaho and western Montana and
.
printing that isn't first class, any way, Rebdund When excellent wore can
is declared by competent engineers to
imis
such
of
bo done right at home. Consult the forittoMrs.Pinkham,Lynn,Mass. be the foremost lead Producer in the
since appearance today
worm,
Mexican Bindery.
New
lt is tree ana always neiptui.
portance?
There is always some person at one

north-lAmti-

!

rav.

Santa Fe 8:45
Daily.

regarding freight
and passenger rates etc. call

T

j
i

at city office, Laughlin Block
or Phone 145.

L H. GIBSON,
City Frt. & Pass. A?t.
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Eczema, Pimples and i
Dandruff.
We desire to say that when we took
the agency for ZEMO, we were convinced that it was a valuable remedy
for Eczema, pimples and dandruff.
Yet, we must frankly admit that
Zemo has far exceeded our expectations as a treatment for skin diseases.
We are pleased to state that we shall
continue the agency as ZEMO has
given splendid results wherever relike
Our customers
commended.
ZEMO too, because it is a clean vegetable liquid for external use.
ZEMO effects its cures by drawing
to the surface of the skin and destroying the germ life that couses the disease, leaving the skin clear and
healthy. It does not soil the clothing
or linen and can be used freely on

fr

E. C. BURKE.

Postmaster.
Caldwell, Lizzie, (2.)
Cordova, Foloqui.
Chaves, Anastacio E.
Dominy, B. L.
Fulcher, Lillian.
Freishmidt, Anna.
Gardner, Jeff.
Griggs, Mrs. C. Burton.
Quisi, Rialese.
Gonzales, Sofia.
Gonzales, Selso.
Hyndman, Wm.
Hudgings, Tot.
Horn, J. M.
Hughes, Emma.
Marilla, Dona Gonzales.
Marrs, V. C.
Martinez, M. O.
Montallo, Junita R. de.
Montoya, Jesusita.
Morton, John.

Vorhis, Mrs. Van.
Vega, Paublo.

Valencia, Juan.
Walter, John.
Williams, Leonard.
Williz, John.
Widruri, Hyman.
Womak, H. A.

Pittsburg
Cincinnati
Philadelphia

33

Boston

23

33
31
30
26

A

22
23
29
32
32
38
36
45

League-Philadelphi-

mijii-tc-

New

and

d

WANTED Good cook; reference plat-nfurnished. Itilibon- - and upplies
Mrs. C. W. Dudrow, 238 T pew riters sold.
required.
hitne, und rented
standard makes handled. All repair wort
Agua Fria street.
nd typewriter) tfuaranteeil.
Santa Ke
run kem hive room house on Typewriter KxchHiitfe.
Lower San Francisco street. Inquire
with tient-raWAXTKD Position
at 24S San Francisco street.
ii.erciintilf tini!, by fir.--t class man of
I.". Years' exiiiTieni e with native trad.
FOR SALE Planing mill complete. A.'.iire
if th
New Mt xi- J. C
Reason for selling, old age and poor can.
health. Apply P. Hesch.
The Spanish edition or the 1909
FOR RENT Three nicely furnished Law of New Mexico are now ready
Call for delivery.
rooms for light housekeeping.
Price; Paper cover,
after 5 p. m. 212 McKenzie St.
$3.25. plus IT cents postage; full sheep,
$4.00, phis 2D cents jxistage. Addres9
FOR SALE Lands irrigated bv the all orders to The New Mexican Print-inSanta Fe Irrigation and Improvement
Co., Santa Fe. N. M.

DEGREES

l

?

I
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'

3
'if.
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"Here I've been sitting for two
hours, and there's no sign of him."
LOVE.

;!

'

Fresh I hear Bill took a few more
degrees the other day.
Soph Why, how's that? He's been

sick a month.
Fresh Well, you see, the doctor was
taking his temperature and he swallowed the thermometer.

isolated Tract,

Public Land Sale.

A

WOMAN'S REASONS.

I

i
.r
iour special
I

"Love cannot be bought," says on
of the philosophettes. The statement
may be true, but it can be coaxed
with fine clothes and jewelry.

fe

t

Sale

!
fe

!

On Piece Goods

1--

CALLED

'A

TO TIME.

;

d

31
33
37
39
38
41

.551
.515
Stockholders' Meeting.
.471
The regular annual meeting of the
.466 stockholders of the New
Mexican
.433
Printing Company will be held at the
.371 office of the company in the city of
Santa Fe at 5:30 o'clock, p. m., on
WHERE THEY PLAY TODAY.
Monday, July 11th, 1910. All stock-

4; Boston 3.

1911.

.636 Department of the Interior,
U. S. Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M.,
.629
June 3, 1910
.532
is
Notice
hereby
that, as di
given
.508
.492 rected by the Commissioner of the
.441 General Land Office, under provisions
.419 of Act of Congress approved June 27,
.338 1906 (34 Stats., 517), we will offer at

above-describe-

National

IN

No. 012067.

1-- 4

National League.
Brooklyn at Philadelphia.
Chicago at Pittsburg.
New York at Boston.
Cincinnati at St. Louis.
American League.
Philadelphia at Washington.
Boston at New York.
YESTERDAY'S GAMES.

RENDEZVOUS

"Why does your wife take your
daughter's engagement to young Rock
inghain so hard.
lie's a pretty decent chap, in spite of his large fortune."
"Oh, we haven't anything against
the young man, but Bertha will have
to put on long skirts now and let the
world know that her mother is old
enough to have a daughter who is
more than 14."
COLLEGE

public sale, to the highest bidder, at
American League.
Won Lost Per Ct. 10 o'clock a. m., on the 27th day of
the following
43
.662 July, at this office,
22
Philadelphia
37
.587 described land:
26
New York
of NE 4 of Sec. 15, T. 15,
SE
.571
40
30
Detroit
35
.556 N., R. 9 E. N. M. P. M. O. B.
28
Boston
28
31
.475
Any person claiming adversely the
Cleveland
land are advised to
30
33
.476
Chicago
or objections, on or
file
their
41
. .24
.
claims,
.369
Washington
19
.297 before the time designated for sale.
45
St. Louis
MANUEL R. OTERO,
Western League.
Won Lost PerCt
Register.
FRED MULLER,
41
.603
27
Receiver.
40
30
.571
Denver
38
35
33
34
29
25

j

I

League.
Won. Lost PerCL
39

St. Louis
Brooklyn

NOTICE.
are herewith forbidden

Notice for Publication

i

;

-

HOW THEY STAND.

my

E.

--

FRANK OWEN,
Manager Santa Fe Water and Light
j
Company.
Santa Fe, N- M., June 20. 3U0.

BASEBALL.

h

at Charles

CIGAR SALESMAN WANTED Ex-- !
perience unnecessary. Sell our brands
to the ret tail trade. Big pay. Write
A young man,
for
full particulars at once. Globe
college graduate,
at present teaching in one of best col- Cigar Co., Cleveland, O.
leges in Texas, wishes position in private family as tutor for three months.
FOR SALE My stock of general
Best of references. J. E. H., care merchandise, store rent free, good lo--i
Manager El Ortiz, Lauiy, N. M.
cation; very little competition. Buy
from owner. Address Mrs. Henry I.
FOR RENT Furnished room with Young, Cerro, N. M.
bath and electric light. Apply at the
New Mexican.
TYPEWRITERS
CliMiifd.

the court.'

Wright, Juanita.

xt:.

0IfxTY

rabbit-hutch!- "

to enter upon the lands of the Santa
Fe Water and Light Company for the
purpose of fishing in the large reservoir of said company, this notice being given under Section 4, Chapter 83,
of the Session Laws of 1909, which
provides that '"it shall be unlawful for
any person to enter upon said perm-ise- s
or enclosure for the purpose of
hunting or fishing, or to kill or injure
any birds, animals or fish within such
enclosure or pasture at any time without the permission of such owner or lessee, and any person violating the provisions of this section shall be deemed
guilty of a misdemeanor and upon
conviction thereof shall be punished
by a fine of not less than $50 nor
more than $100 or by imprisonment
for not less than thirty days or more
than sixty days, or by both such nne
and imprisonment in the discretion of

maps and prices
Michael, Real Estate.
Co.,

I

ay

Co., Druggists.

All persons

iT

C?

1

Robertson, Lustre, Mrs.
Robertson, Mrs. R. T.
Roibal, Tonita.
Shaw, Frank, (2).
Smith, Clara.
Stahl, John.
Sais, Gorgiano.
Sais, Yuesita.
Sanches, Carmel.
Torriz, Sirnplien A.
Tafolla, Lino.

Chicago
New York

LEATHER

!

Mowers, J. W.

42

UKE

infants.
"A
With every purchase, we give a
dime's worth of beefsteak,
booklet on skin diseases explaining in please!"
"A dime's worth, sonny?
Whyj
simple words how any person can be
; cured at home of any
form of skin that won't be much for your dinner!"
or scalp diseases by this clean, scien- "I don't want it for my dinner!
tifice remedy.
Stripling Burrows & wants it to make some hinges for my

Ortega, Ceferita.
Porter, Ray.

National

iM
im
r

How to Cure

LETTER LIST.
List of letters remaining uncalled
in the postoffice at Santa Fe, N.
M., for the week ending July 3, 1910.
If ot called for within. tw week!
tkey will ibe sent t the dead letUr
flc at Washington:
In calling for these letters pleas
tate whether "advertised" or not.

PAGE SEVEN.

11.

holders will take notice
themselves accordingly.

and govern

JOHN K. STAUFFER,

Treasurer.
Santa Fe, New Mexico, June 28th,
Secretary

&

I

Calico's Limited to 10
Yards to a Customer

New York 6; Brooklyn 5.
St. Louis 8; Cincinnati 3.
Pittsburg 5; Chicago 2.
Cincinnati 6; St. Louis 4.
Philadelphia 6; Boston 5.
' Chicago 7; "Pittsburg 2.
New York 12; Brooklyn 1.
American League.
Boston 3; Washington 2.
Chicago 5; St. Louis 3.
Detroit 3; Cleveland 1.
New York 7; Philadelphia 3.
American Association.
Boston 6; Washington 3.
Philadelphia 8; New York 1.
Cleveland 5; Detroit 3.
Chicago 7; St. Louis 4.
Western League.
Wichita 1, 3; Tdpeka 3, 4.
St. Joseph 4, 1; Denver 13, 6.
Lincoln 3; Omaha 1.
Omaha 3; Lincoln 2.
Sioux City 13, 13; Des Moines 4, 2.
Los Angeles 6; Sacramento 1.
Pacific Coast League.
Restoration to Entry of Lamia in NatlonB
Forest. Notice is hereby given that t.li e
Los Angeles 3, Sacramento 1.
lands described below, embracing 194. 54aeres
San Francisco 3, Oakland 2.
within the Pecos and Manzano National Forests, New Mexico, will be subject to settle2.
Oakland 8, San Francisco
ment and entry under the provisions of the
Vernon 0; Portland 1.
homestead laws of the United States and the
act of June 11, 1906 ( 34 Stat .533), at the United
Vernon 1, Portland 2.
States land otnceat Santa r e, iew Mexico,
Southern League.
on Auinist tl, 1910. Any settler who was acof said
tually ami ingood faith claiminfrany to
Atlanta 9; New Orleans 4.
lands for agricultural purposes prior Janabandoned same,
uary 1, 19(18, and has not
Nashville 0; Birmingham 2.
has a preference rlKht to make a homestead
Memphis 5; Montgomery 6.
the lands actually occupied. Said
entry for
lands were listed upon the applications of
Chattanooga 4; Mobile 7.
the
persons mentioned below, who have a
Memphis 3; Montgomery 4.
right subject to the orior right
preference
of any such settler provided such settler or
Chattanooga 3; Mobile 4.
is
qualified to make homestead
Milwaukee 2; Kansas City 1; 16 applicant
entry and the preference onright is exercised
to
which date the
August 11, 1910,
innings. Second game: Milwaukee 3; prior
lands will be subject to settlement and en8.
nerson.
The lands are
Kansas City
by any qualified
try
as follows: The SWU ofNWtt, the W'-- of
Toledo 0, 2; Indianapolis 2, 0.
81
T 16 , K. 10
WViof SE'Aof NWW, Sec
Columbus 7; Louisville 2.
N. M. M ,50 acres, application of Albino
Ortega, of Santa Fe, New Mexico; List
St. Paul 3; Minneapolis 8.
The E'i of SWV4, and Lots 6 and 7 Sec. 19. T.
11 N., R. 7 K., 146,54 acres, application of WilMinneapolis 2; St. Paul 5.
lie 8. Thompson, of Morlarty, New Mexico;
Assistant
List 1848. S. V,
Ofllce. Approved
of
need
in
are
If you
anything, try May 23, 1918, FRANK PIE ROE.
First Assista New Mexican Want Ad.
ant Secretary of the Interior.

fe

V.

fe

Are you going to
the seaside this year?
Mrs. Stockson Bonds I don't want
"Ain't she all right, Maria?"
to, and Fred doesn't want me to go,
"You might say something nice to so I have made up my mind to go.
me, once in a while, Bob."
Mrs. Krownstone

THE CAT OUT OF THE

BOTH DIFFERENT.

BAG.

DRESS SHIRTS, WORK SHIRTS
SUSPENDERS & BELTS

V!

for Mens and Boys

f

fe

1910.

The New Mexican Printing company has prepared civil and criminal
dockets especially for the use of justices of the peace. They are especially ruled, with printed headings, in
either Spanish or English, made of
good record paper, strongly and durably bound, wdth leather back and
covers and canvas sides, hall full
index in front and the fees of justices
of the peace and constables printed
In full on the first page. The pages
inches. These books are
are 10
made up in civi' and criminal dockets,
separate of 32 pages each, or with
both civil and criminal bound in one
book, 80 pages civil and 320 pages
criminal. To introduce them they are
offered at the following prices
$2..T
Civil or Criminal
Combined Civil and Criminal . . 4.00
For 45 cents additional for a single
docket, or 55 cents additional for a
combination docket, they will be sent
by mail or prepaid express. Cash in
order. State
full must accompany
plainly whether English or Spanish
printed heading is wanted.

fe

7

son-in-la-

ROUNDABOUT

The profits are yours on
the above lines tomorrow.

CATRON
BLOCK

M. W.

TRAVIS

Propt.

WAY

There are two things I can't
is to live within my Income
She And the other?
He To live without it.

He

do

-- one

THE 30TH ANNUAL NEW MEXICO FAIR
AND RESOURCES

HOW THEY LOVE EACH

EXPOSITION.

OTHER

ALBUQUERQUE
"Which is the quickest way to get
to the station?"
"Roll, sir."

OCTOBER 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 1910 Djy

Night

MORE SIGHTS TO SEE

LEAKING.

MORE EXHIBITS TO ADMIRE
MORE COMFORTS TO VISITORS
MORE OBJECTS TO INTEREST
MORE NOVELTIES TO AMAZE
MORE PLEASURE FOR ALL

First Annual

DOG

SHOW

N--

Fi-- ,

REDUCED RATES
"Come quick? ma!"

Ella

"What's the matter?"
mine.
"Pa's fountain pen is bleediny to
Stella

death."

There aren't many faces

lilt

No; but I guess the supply
will equal the demand.

OAT

ALL RAILROADS

Write the Secretary for premium lists or lother information

J. H. O'RIELLY,
President.

fe
fe

fe

i!

The Spot Cash Store.

Mrs. Bauer Tell my
that
I thank him for his invitation, but am
unable to accept it.
Servant Good. He promised roe
half a dollar if you weren't able to
come.
A

fe

JOHN B. McMANVS
Secretary.

fe
fe
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P. M. Lienau, Mr. and Mrs. J. T. j weeds this
Bronson
Cutting,
brother,
her
morning and without pay.
Newhall
and party who left on Satur-- j One or two fistic encounters also foltheir
in
arrived Sunday evening
fight. It is
Mayflower and have day morning for the top of the Lake j lowed the Jeffries-Johnsoprivate car
(Continued From Page Five.)
tnkH' possession of the cottage of Dr. Peaks, enjoyed a snowball battle in an said the combatants fought two rounds
irs. J. H. Sloan on the south eight foot bank cf snow. Outside of before George Stark, a well known
.,,,,1
Mrs. Mills will not be at home to side, where they will be domiciled the the snow, however, the mountain painter who is in the city acted as
next' five months. They have come to range was found extremely dry and referee and called a halt.
visitors tomorrow.
to benefit
Mr.
Cutting's the cattle are going to the highest
Judge John R. McFie will leave this Santa
Report of the Condition of
evening for Las Vegas to hold an ad- health and are already much pleased peaks above the timber line in order
THE FIRST NATIONAL BANK
to find grass.
journed session of U. S. district court. with climate and surroundings.
Delegate to Congress W. H. An"Harry Jaffa, who has sold his stock , If You Enjoy Dramas, drop into the
of Santa Fe,
drews expects to reach Albuquerque in the firm of Jaffa, Prager & Co., Elks' tonight and see "A Victim of
s
Daugh- at Santa Fe, in the Territory of New Mexico
from Washington, D. C, on Thursday and given up his position as manager Hate'' and "The
a't the close of business June 30. 1910.
does ter." They are great.
of the store of the company,
evening of this week.
Resources.
Robert E. JIcKinley formerly of not plan to leave Roswell, but will
Stop and see the Electric Wash Tub
Loans
and
discounts
(3
&
in
S.
F. Water
Light Overdrafts, secured and unsecured $521.52
this city, expects to arrive here the go into business here and continue
operation.
1,741! 14
U. S. Bonds to secure circulation.
40,000 00
latter' part of the week from Hutchin to make his home in this city, tie Co.
U. S. Bonds to secure U. S.
County Commissioners The hoard
will make his business announceson, Kan., ana si. iouis, :vio,
50,000 00
toPremiums on IT. S. Bonds
900 00
F. E. Sullivan, a veteran newspaper ment after a visit to Santa Fe next of county commissioners convened
Bonds,
63
securities, etc.,
man who has been making his home VeeU. His brother, Nathan Jaffa, sec- - j day in its most important session of Banking house, furniture and flx- - 116,966
tll,"ps
9,500 00
at Albuquerque the past few years, is j retary of New Mexico, is in Denver on the year. Commisioner Sparks pre-i- n Due
from National Banks (not
reserve audits
Santa Fe on a business visit.
j business,
but will return to Santa Fe sided and Commissioners Jose Ortiz
100,717 97
Due
from
State banks and bankHon. Manuel Sanchez of Los Tram-- ; nevr week and will be joined at the y Pin0 and J. A. Lucero were present,
ers. Trust Companies and SavJaffa." Roswell as were also District Attorney E. C.
19.886 03
pas, Taos county, accompanied by J. capital by Harry
ings Banks
Due from approved reserve agents 195,650 31
J. Romero a prosperous merchant of Daily Record.
Abbott, Probate Court George W.
Checks and other cash items
4,668 gg
Sheriff Charles Closson and the Notes of other National Banks....
2.145 00
Diamante, is in Santa Fe for several;
nickels
Fractional
currency
paper
other county officers as well as many
days on business,
229 58
ami cents
Mr. and Mrs. M. M. Bailey of To-- !
private citizens who had matters to LAWKII.MONEY RESEKYK IN BANK
vrz:
bring to the attention of the board.
peka. Kans., are visiting their cousins
$65,281 80
Specie
a.iua uu
Mrs. Temple Willison and Miss Dagg.
Interested in the Cliff Dwellings
Legal Tender notes
(Continued From Page Two.)
$68,476 80
X. M. Brigham, of the publicity departMr. and Mrs. Bailey are very much
U. S.
with
fund
Redemption (5
2,000 00
Treasurer per cent circulation
pleased with Santa Fe and its climate.; Sweet Peas, any sttiade at a popular ment of the Santa Fe, is in the city
and says that the Santa Fe is greatly
Judge E. C. Abbott returned Sunday Tiriee.
verv 41 T, Palace Ave.
1,134,466 35
Total
the cliff dwellings
evening from
Washington, D. C,
Liabilities.
If your house needs cleaning phone interested in seeing
r. Brig-te- r
to he 'in;fligW- where he was in the thick of the state- us and we will do the rest S. F. Wa- - brought
$150,000 00
stock
paid in
hood fight. He is confident
50,000 00
ilam 1)ad a
that
s
Photogra- - Capital
Surplus fund
& Light Co
less
BProfits,
Expenses
ACraycraft who has an ex- Undivided
Judge John R. McFie's reappointment
39,880 81
The Famous" Wrestler, "The Rub- Taxes paid..
and
collection of rare photos of National Bank Notes outstanding 40.000 00
will be confirmed at the short session sian Lion" will
give an exhibition ofnsive
1,481 78
Banks
National
to
Due
other
no
of the present Congress.
his skill at the Elks' theater tonight. the cliffs and said that he has
Due to State and Private Banks
to
16
is
3,755
interest
much
of
Treasurer
doubt
that
Territorial
yet
Assistant
and Bankers
Special Sale Tomorrow Attention
deposits subject to 588.871 70
Simon Nusbaum and family were pas- is called to the advertisement in to- be ascertained about the prehistoric Individual
check
2,507 17
Demand certificates of deposit...
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GROCERY AND BAKERY

20 to 60c a dz

ORANGES

20 to 60c a dz

Save 1 da wrappers from our Oranges seed
cent stamps and wrappers to California Fiuit
Growers Exchange. Chicago 111., and get a nice
Silver Plated Orange Spoon.
6--

Bone-setter'-

j

ts

STRAWBERRIES

i

Fresh every day, picked ripe shipped on ice, fine
flavor 15c. Everything tie maiktt affords in ve
getaoles.
No.

F. ANDREWS
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SPECIAL
SALE

Mr-Co-

JULY

during entire
month of

1910

-

Ihr.su Goods, Silks, Novelties. Litmus
and Ladies Knit and Muslin
Kmbvouirru's
Luce.,
ALL ARE THIS SPRING and
Utidenrnir.
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Telephone Red 35 and have
your orders delivered

Tha folloiring are suggested to the thirsty as something
cool and inviting'
I GINGER ALE, WILD
CHERRY, LEMON SODA, IRON BREW,
c
ROOT BEER, KLONDIKE FIZZ, COCO COLA,
TABLE MINERAL WATERS.
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FE BOTTLIPIG WORKS.

All drinks made from filtered water.

HENRY KRICK,

.B3SSS

rlnol

SATISFACTION

bLAbb

HACK SERVICE

ASSURED

corrick's hack line
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Proprietor
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CAPITAL CITY BANK
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Buggies and Saddle Horses
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Before you select your summer wearables, look over the situation and ASK YOURSELF "WHERE ARE
APT TO DO THE BEST?" There can be but one answer

IYpU

BIG STORE, of course.

of Ladies Muslin

Un-

derwear, Dainty and
NOTABLE AS
SORTMENT of Ladies
Gloves; Chamois Gloves in long
and short lengths: Silk Gloves in all
colors and sizes. Kid Gloves in every
desirable shade and size: Also cotton Gloves.
tK

0

service

PDOMPT

r.

Serviceable Nainsook and Embroidery.
A new line of LADIES HOSIERY just in. All the New Shades
in Lisle, Silk, Embroidered and Lace Hosiery, as well
as plain; all sizes.

ANn QATISPAfTORV

IS A POINT WE NEVER OVERLOOK.

For Fine Selection, High 6rade Goods and Right Prices

The Store
of Quality

Santa

Fe,

New Mexico.

